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     PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION: BROADCASTING ISSUES PAPER
        SNAPE/SIMSON MEDIA RULES INQUIRY - MARCH 1999
          TONY PAYNTER SUBMISSION......INTRODUCTION

Delwyn Rance - Administration officer
Broadcasting Inquiry - Productivity Commission
Locked Bag 2   Collins Street East Post Office
Melbourne VICTORIA 8003.
Tel: (03) 9653 2182         Fax:(03) 9653 2305
                                                                                 Friday 7th May 1999

Dear Delwyn,

Thank you for sending large envelope/mail containing the  32-page
PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION’S BROADCASTING ISSUES PAPER: MARCH
1999 and the form to register intention to make a submission which I received on
Tuesday 6th April.

Please note that I faxed the form registering my intention to make a submission the
next day on Wednesday 7th April.  My submission of SIXTY typed pages I will be
submitting before 12th May 1999 - the due date for submissions for the May-June
public hearings. The first sixteen-pages will also be faxed through.

I will be sending hard copy of these SIXTY typed pages along with the transmission
report for today’s 16-page fax containing the first sixteen  pages of my submission
and also 23-pages containing copy of a selection of reference letters that I’ve
received from thirty-three previous inquiries over past 13-years. I will also be
sending an ELECTRONIC COPY of my submission on a 3.5 inch diskette. These
will be sent in TWO PARCELS same day at the one time - Registered & Express
Post - with each parcel containing both the hard copy and a diskette to eliminate
error in receipt. After that I may add additional material in similar method as above
shortly after due date for submissions on 12th May as I have found the one-month
given far too short. Please acknowledge receipt of this submission on fax number
(02) 9692 9610 after receipt of two above parcels.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter c/- PO Glebe Sydney NSW 2037
Signature - address - phone & fax number supplied
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Deputy Chairman: Richard Snape - A/Commissioner Stuart Simson Broadcasting
Inquiry - Productivity Commission Locked Bag 2 Collins Street East Post Office
Melbourne VICTORIA 8003
Tel: (03) 9653 2182   Fax: (03) 9653 2305
                                                                                    Friday  7th May 1999

Dear Mr Snape & Mr Simson,

The following view is based upon evidence I have submitted in 70-plus submissions
to thirty-three Inquiries over past 13-years. This latest submission is my 34th. The
evidence is briefly summarised  in this 60-page submission bearing in mind it covers
over 25,000 pages of evidence and only scratches the surface of it.  Whilst it doesn’t
touch on everything it covers a good deal of it - enough to put you in the picture.

THE BIG QUESTION IS - IS THE PRODUCTIVITY COMMISSION’S ISSUES
PAPER SNAPE/SIMSON BROADCASTING INQUIRY GOING TO RUBBER
STAMP WHAT RUPERT MURDOCH & KERRY PACKER WANT BY
GETTING RID OF THE RULES BASED ON THEIR ARGUMENTS?

If the Inquiry does grant the two media barons their wish now that they have openly
aligned their views on cross media ownership and foreign ownership rules - basically
that the rules be abolished to give them unrestricted freedom then the Inquiry will
have cut the nation’s throat beginning with the politicians of Australia both in
Government and Opposition and Australia as a nation will become a sacrifice to
satisfy the power lust of the nation’s two major media barons.

It is almost that way now as they can get half-way around the rules anyway in
expectant anticipation of the rules being removed - particularly Kerry Packer’s
stacking up of Fairfax with his own front-men which is plainly obvious but without
breaking the cross-media ownership rules. Over past thirty years Murdoch &
Packer have successfully tied up the majority of Australia’s old media/information
industry between them and from that base will successfully in the end tie up the
majority of new media/information industry as well. And media assets or parts of
media assets which they don’t own - is owned by money that can be either traced
back either indirectly to them or owned by others who play in with Murdoch &
Packer’s Big-Picture plans.

These two media barons aim to clean up through totally controlling both ends of old
and new media as per their Greed Inc interests that completely laughs in the face of
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national interest. If the rules are removed and Murdoch is allowed to buy Channel
Seven and Packer allowed to buy Fairfax then they will have achieved their aim. By
having not just the majority but the greater majority of old-media under their
control they can then end up with the greater majority of new media under their
control - too. From the Print-Media - newspaper point of view Murdoch already has
the lion’s share of newspaper ownership in Australia and should Packer acquire
Fairfax this will make him the second biggest owner of newspapers in Australia.

From that prestigious vantage point they would have a strangle hold grip on old
media/information industry which they could squeeze the life out of in
synchronisation with the move across to new-media/information industry as the new
media starts to kick in thereby controlling the technological changeover process
pushing and shoving us more off old media onto new media - the entire nation
playing right into their hands.

Even without the rules being removed - free to air tv will be monstrously
downgraded and much of the popular programs will be shunted into Pay TV and
later Web TV. This can be seen  already through Channel Nine executives deploring
Kerry Packer’s move to suddenly axe programs that were the backbone of the
network. They rightly claim Kerry Packer will be forcing the Nine network to cut its
own throat - putting the station’s corporate image at risk by axing programs that
helped to build Nine’s position as market leader in free to air tv. To help get around
this Packer with Channel Nine and Murdoch with his underling Kerry Stokes with
Channel Seven have suddenly pulled out of their bag of tricks - The "Million
Dollar"
quiz shows as a big distraction and a sweetener to compensate for the ruthless and
sudden removal of weekend sports programs by Packer’s Nine which sounds the
ominous start of more of the same for other programs that will lead the way for
other commercial channels as well - including last on the list - the semi
-commercial ABC.

Their aim is to dismember and castrate free to air tv and transplant the choicest
parts into Pay TV as much as possible and like the banks with all their "funny
charges" make a killing by lots of ingenious methods. The list of special events that
attract a special fee for viewing will become a "long and winding road". Also
reject/discard programs from Pay TV will be recycled on free to air classified as
quality viewing.

The downgrade of free-to-air commercial channels will be quite like what has
happened to the ABC - which has been castrated and dismembered by the Howard
Government after the Mansfield Inquiry headed by none other than a Kerry Packer
operative.
It was no surprise that this Inquiry ordained that the ABC had to move over to
becoming a commercial free-to-air competitor and prescribed putting the shit-
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tickets through the ABC as well as bashing our Aunty about - to ensure that its
ability to compete was completely crippled - giving Packer and Murdoch much joy
and amusement at the Big Joke played out on the national broadcaster at
Australia’s expense.

 The big danger here in pleasing Packer & Murdoch - is that their total control of
both ends of old and new media will mean that they can be better placed to alter the
quality of news reports and current affairs - dilute information content and speed
up the dumbing down process right across the board.  It means they can also more
easily eliminate anything anti-Murdoch & Packer and use their media-power more
effectively in the creation of propaganda to promote their interests.

They’ve taken thirty-plus years to be very good at what they do - which is
secretively ganging up to help each other get more media assets and help each other
get what each other wants using whatever-it-takes underhanded methods to
infiltrate - undermine and sabotage competitors whilst moving in their own front
men to take up key positions in media assets they have targetted for buccaneer
pirate raids. If the cross media rules are removed then they will not only be very
good at this but will get their chance to perfect it up to a very high art-form - doing
it more than double than before and twice as fast.

Through their secret alliance brought about  by the realisation that it was
impossible for one media owner on his own to get the lion’s share of Australian
media and that it would not only take two media owners but also two media owners
secretively working in tandem with one another to get the lion’s share - they’ve been
able to creep-up over thirty-plus years into the position of achieving this feat. What
slowed them down was that whilst they could play one major political party off
against the other the party in Government could only do so much for them without
it being obvious that Murdoch and Packer were really leading the Government and
the Government  was simply following them.

Both Murdoch and Packer knew that one major political party had to have either
one of them on side - but could not afford to displease both of them as to do this
meant political-suicide as with so much media  placed in their  hands and acting
secretively together as a united front behind the nation’s back - they had the power
through the powerful weapon of the media to silently place the idea in every
politicians mind to not even think of trying to be offside with both of them at the
same time - that to even contemplate it for a brief second was an act of madness.

Recent developments have shown - now that Packer and Murdoch have aligned
their views on cross-media and foreign ownership rules - that these two media
barons have dropped the pretence of being diametrically opposed -competitors.
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Whereas before they had to go through the pretence/charade - time was ripe for
them to begin dropping it when they are as now  - one step away from having the
rules removed that will allow them to be bosom-buddy competitors out in the open
whilst at times revert back to being opposed fierce competitors at those times they
have only each other to compete against which was one of their big-tricks often used
in the past as evidence to show there was no secretive-alliance between them.

This is why both Packer and Murdoch have been heavily promoting their
popaganda claim that the blurring of the boundaries between old and new media
due to new technologies will rapidly outdate the present ownership restrictions -
simply lying through their teeth once again with this one being the Big-Lie they’ve
been busting their guts to get into the position to tell.

This is similar to their other propaganda lie they began to promote around the time
of the Packer Channel Nine - South Molle Island "Paxton-joke" on Australia when
first Kerry Packer began to place his son James in pseudo-control of his empire as
did Murdoch with son Lachlan shortly thereafter. Packer and Murdoch thus could
use the lie that they were relinquishing control of their empires over to the their sons
when in reality they were giving their sons pseudo control whilst retaining the real
control more than ever before as they were handing the everyday running of their
empires over to their sons allowing them to focus more on the real important
business of implementing further Big-Picture plans.

The appearance to all intents and purposes of their two sons being in control and
not them - allows the two media barons to hide behind the youthly innocence of
their two sons which gives those two old-ogres a more pristine image and at same
time whilst using their two clean-skin sons to do the PR-side of tying up a series of
mutual deals between both media empires the two shifty wise-owls go through the
motions to keep up the pretence that it was none of their doing - it was their two-
sons who did it  and not them.

Another Big-Lie Packer & Murdoch are promoting is that Australia has such a
small market that it is only big enough for a couple of  big major players and that
they need to be very much bigger to be able to compete in the global market.
Well - Murdoch’s global-empire - the first to be achieved by a single individual
had it’s start from the Australian market beginning with one Adelaide newspaper
which Rupert Murdoch got rid of ages ago.  Murdoch buying more of Australian
old-and-new media assets isn’t going to make that much of a big difference to his
global-empire particularly with Australia’s very small market.
Packer as well has lots of non-media assets which married to his media-empire make
him a much more bigger player than if he only specialised in media assets. Which
brings us to the question should Australia allow Packer to buy any more of
Australian media new or old when he has been busily mixing casino ownership with
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media ownership especially as he dropped his bid for Star City Casino when he
could not avoid having to go through probity checks?

Both Murdoch and Packer know that retention of the cross-media and foreign
ownership rules means they can’t so easily tie up the lion’s share of new media for
themselves but their removal would mean they could not only tie-up the greater
lion’s share of old media but also the greater lion’s share of new media as well
allowing them to kill two birds with one stone and thereby clean-up big time.

If the rules are retained this will force Murdoch and Packer to allow other major
players into the game. All that will mean is that more major players will have to
make more alliances to combine into non-Packer/Murdoch groups big enough to
compete in the global market - something that would make Packer and Murdoch
upset as then more will be getting a share of the cake and as they would then have
competitors to compete against.

This submission supports a recent Federal Parliamentary research study which has
found that media ownership diversity would be halved and the influence of existing
proprieters doubled based on the observation that new technologies such as the
Internet and Pay TV have failed to diversify ownership in an industry which is
already over highly-concentrated as the main players in new media are the same
main players in old media and that this situation demands that the ownership rules
be carved in stone and not shattered.

The Snape/Simson Committe Inquiry will find ample evidence presented in the rest
of my submission after this statement addressing issues the Productivity
Commission’s Inquiry has raised - to prove beyond all doubt the existence of the
rumoured Murdoch/Packer secret Master Gameplan upon which they have based
their mutual secretive alliance and used as the source of inspiration and guiding
blueprint to achieve their personal ambitions. The evidence also proves that these
two media barons are the two most sinister evil persons in Australia today who also
used the secret of their secret Master Gameplan to not only saturate Australia with
the cancer of corruption but also infect the rest of the Western World with it - from
their bases in America and England.

My submission therefore recommends not only the retention of the cross media and
foreign ownership rules but also the introduction of the only one rule that can
absolutely guarantee diversity of media ownership in Australia and promote
genuine competition.
That one rule is - is that old and new media should not be considered any different
and that no two media-owners with assets in both old and new media can own fifty-
percent of either one nor can they own thirty per cent of both and vice versa. This
will throw open the doors of competition and will restrict media owners like Packer
and Murdoch from concentrating so much new and old media under their combined
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control - both directly and hidden indirectly waiting on hold for their acquisitition
up ahead.

Recent words spoken by Bruce Baird and Paul Keating in response to a hell of a lot
of media-heat are the first glimpse of the real-truth about Packer and Murdoch’s
sinister power that they wield behind the scenes.

Both Bruce Baird and Paul Keating let the cat out of the bag by a slip of the tongue
in the heat of sizzling moments in the hot-seat under the glare of the media spotlight
in Federal Liberal backbencher & former NSW Liberal Bruce Baird’s case due to
his SOCOG mates being dragged "over-the -Phil-Coles" for the rort’s scandal(s)
and in former ALP Prime Minister Keating’s case his dubious piggery deals.

Bruce Baird claimed in a six-minute speech in Federal Parliament that as  the
former NSW Minister in charge of Sydney’s Olympic bid and as a member of the
Sydney bid committee - at the time of the Sydney bid - " SOCOG had an agreement
from Ken Cowley of News Ltd and from Kerry Packer and from John Alexander of
the Sydney Morning Herald  (who now heads Kerry Packer’s magazine empire) that
they knew we would be going into a high level of duchessing".

Bruce Baird’s media cover-up claim in his six-minute speech at 7.30 pm on
Wednesday night 17th February took 36 hours to be reported by the media
coming out in the news on the Friday morning. The claim again in simple terms was
that Packer - Murdoch and Fairfax executives agreed to keep anti-games stories out
of the news in a mood where it was almost considered to be treasonous to do so and
there were a number of stories that were either killed  or spiked through being
considered unfit to print - as the Sydney media were deliberately onside.

Former NSW Premier John Fahey and driving force behind Sydney’s Olympic bid
half an hour after Bruce Baird spoke in Parliament then dumped on the NSW Carr
Government  and its cronies but there was no coverage of it. Basically he said that
there was an unholy alliance between the NSW Labor right-wing and AOC through
Olympic’s Minister Michael Knight and Packer’s Graham Richardson Mayor of the
Olympic Games Village. But there was no coverage of this.

After vehement denials from Kerry Packer and former News Ltd chief Ken Cowley
and former Sydney Morning Herald editor in chief John Alexander - Bruce Baird
immediately issued a statement clarifying his remarks stating there was no
formalised agreement - rather a general indication of support. He had softened his
claim made in Parliament that he had an agreement with major media companies
not to run normal stories on unethical lavish treatment of IOC members.
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The fact is that both Kerry Packer and Ken Cowley agreed to take seats on the
Sydney Olympic’s bid committee and later Fairfax was represented. It was to Packer
Murdoch and Fairfax’s advantage to give SOCOG the nudge nudge wink wink to go
ahead with high level duchessing - because then the nation’s Big-Three media
empires could also tie up fantastic deals for themselves allowing them to not only
provide immaculate coverage of the Olympic Games but also stitch up deals like
Murdoch newspapers tying up the initial big-sale of Olympics tickets and using the
Olympics to cross promote their media-empires to the absolute max all buried in
there on behalf of the Big-Three media big-wigs who joined the committee who
wouldn’t report on themselves and could suppress those who opened their mouths.

Phil Coles is merely a scapegoat set up by the media barons and SOCOG
using a Bondi-battler who got the big lift up to take the big fall - whilst the media
barons and SOCOG could hide behind the smokescreen of having exposed the
rotten apple in the bag - which is why the Phil Coles scandal has dragged on and on
lurching from one crisis to another - with the media barons also cashing in on all the
news created knowing that their massive "hidden-rorts" which will - unless a
miracle occurs never see the public-light of day - would make Phil Coles look like an
angel in comparison.

This would include the lists of dozens of Murdoch & Packer direct and indirect
corporate mates who were awarded contracts related to all areas of the Olympic
Games as reward for their support of  Packer & Murdoch’s secretive Big-Picture
plans. Anyone whom Packer or Murdoch deemed to be not on-side wouldn’t have
got a look in. They operate on the principle of tying up everything for themselves
and for those whom they need to help them achieve their aims who will play in with
their game of anti-national interest Monopoly.

My submission therefore supports a wide-ranging royal commission into the
Olympic rorts scandal and the media cover-up of all the bribe-shenanigans
and all of the special deals Packer and Murdoch have with SOCOG in relation
to the Olympics and spin-offs from the Games.

This is supported by fact that when Olympic’s Minister Michael Knight on behalf of
the Carr Government set up an inquiry into the SOCOG’s handling of the Sydney
bid that had been in the hands of former Liberals Nick Greiner - John Fahey and
Bruce Baird and which was to report just before the recent NSW "tablecloth" State
Election - a lot of the important files had gone mysteriously missing.

This guaranteed that all the soft rorting and bribing was only going to surface and
all the really hard-core stuff which would have incriminated Packer - Murdoch and
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Fairfax - not only through the sheer size and scale of what went on that the media
turned a blind-eye to - but also through what the big media-trio were able to
reverse-duchess for themselves - that is what special-deals they could make that
SOCOG in turn would turn a blind eye to in reciprocation.

This is further supported by fact Packer has already begun his moves to eject icon
sports programs on his free-to-air Channel Nine network in preparation for the
Olympics after which he will try to load up as much coverage of public events and
sport on Pay TV and as little of it as he can on free-to-air as would Murdoch if he
could get control of Channel Seven network. The major recommendation of my
submission here is that the Federal Government Communication’s legislation should
prevent Packer and Murdoch from using the Olympics as a springboard to usher in
an era which will amount to armed home-invasions by them like the highway
robbery of the banks and also rape of the mind with tabloidish-crap - forerunner
of which are million dollar quiz shows under the name of variety entertainment -
especially when gambling has already gone haywire in Australia causing immense
social ills.

Now to Packer Channel-Nine’s Sixty Minutes coverage of Paul Keating’s piggery
deals gazing fairly acutely back to events of over five years ago. For a start Kerry
Packer had a lot of Channel Nine personell and resources working on this special
pro-Howard anti-Keating project for eight straight months. Besides the very special
effort by Packer to get this dirt out on Keating whilst still allowing dear Paul to get
out of the Packer-imposed headlock - it was also the first time that SIXTY
MINTUES DEVOTED A FULL SIXTY MINUTES TO THE  ONE STORY.

And even more than that it was the first time that a major story was not only not
advertised but also that the advertised stories were pulled at the last second and the
Keating piggery story suddenly replaced them without any warning whatsoever.

Like Bruce Baird’s shock "media cover-up" claim - Paul Keating accused Kerry
Packer and the Prime Minister of being involved in a conspiracy against him to
denigrate his good name and character with a whole lot of smear which Packer used
to relaunch The Bulletin magazine.

Paul Keating - that is PK said that Kerry Packer- that is KP - was someone not to
be trusted through his claim that if Packer organisation had full control of Fairfax
one would only be able to conduct their life and business in Australia - if they had
Kerry Packer’s indulgence - and that was no exaggeration.

My submission support’s Keating’s claim as it is extremely difficult for anyone to
conduct their life and business very easily without Packer’s indulgence as it is now
without control of Fairfax and that if he also succeeded to gain control of Fairfax
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- anyone offside with Packer would be permanently sidelined without hope of a
comeback - their ship sunk.

The Sixty-Minutes story goes back even further to when Paul Keating was on the
backbench in 1991 tying up his piggery-deal  in partnership with the tall plump
Greek businessman who had the looks of an innocent altar-boy during the time of
the Committee hearings at the 1991 Federal Print Media Inquiry at which on
national television Kerry Packer intimidated the Committee into terrified meek
submission.

At that time he was supporting Packer’s part in Tourang Consortium and with
unequivocal adamancy repeatedly fired off the salvo - that there should be no media
inquiry and no delving into Packer’s private business interests - and that if he was
Prime Minister that media inquiry would not have taken place. Packer the ALP
kingmaker through Graham Richardson - Packer’s puppet ensured Keating was
elevated to Prime Minister which occurred when Conrad Black’s bid won Fairfax at
Xmas 1991.

During the run-up to the March 1996 Federal elections soon after Packer’s major
falling out with Paul Keating over the cable roll out and loss of support to help him
acquire Fairfax - Kerry Packer and Rupert Murdoch swapped political parties.
Packer dumped Labor telling Johnny Howard he’d make a good Prime Minister
whilst Murdoch jumped into bed with Labor - especially after the NSW Right
through Keating and Bob Carr helped Murdoch end up with the Sydney
Showgrounds for Fox Studios.

The fact of the matter was that Packer had been with Labor for the entire thirteen
years they had been in Government in Canberra but could not help him get past the
hurdle of overcoming widespread vehement opposition to Packer’s designs on
Fairfax. The longer Packer had been with Labor the less that they could do for him
because Packer and Labor had to conceal that Packer was the puppeteer and Labor
just his lackey puppets and thus Labor couldn’t give him what he wanted even if
they wanted to.

By the same token Murdoch had been with the Coalition for the thirteen
years they were in Opposition - and there was less and less they could do for him
particularly if they were to suddenly win Government. This is why Packer and
Murdoch suddenly swapped political sides in 1996 in the run-up to the March
elections as then the two media barons had a fresh new start with each major
party and whichever won the election could do more for their collective good
than if they had not done the swap-over.
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One tactic both Packer & Murdoch have repeatedly applied behind the scenes was
to encourage - promote and highlight the politics of sledging and abusive personal
attack which was an imitation of Packer’s performance when he fronted the 1991
Federal Print Media Inquiry -  that sidetracked both major parties from dealing
with the real issues confronting Australia and demeaned the public-office of the
nation’s politicians and the dignity of the Federal Parliament.

Another tactic was to bring out dirt on either side at different times it suited them -
when they wanted to reward one side by bringing dirt out on the other side or they
wanted to put the squeeze on the Government to do their bidding backing off when
they had had enough and could do without more.

These tactics also gave rise to the phenomenom of government by media-leak.
With the Federal Parliament leaking like a seive - Packer and Murdoch could
pick and choose whatever dirt they wanted whenever they wanted.  They also
introduced government by broken promise after broken promise and about turns
and backflips. It was both Packer and Murdoch secretively using their undue
influence behind the scenes putting the politicians of Australia through the hoops
through playing one side off against the other in a game of love you love you not.

The truth about Kerry Packer and his Channel Nine Sixty Minute’s Keating
piggery dubious deals story is that what Packer is saying about Keating is true and
what Keating ended up saying about Packer is true - also. They’re both right about
each other. It’s a case of the pot calling the kettle black as well as both calling a
spade a spade.

Paul Keating claimed - Kerry Packer and John Howard were involved in a
conspiracy to cook up scandalous accusations to pay him back for preventing
Packer from acquiring Fairfax and for all the times he had taken the piss out of
the little man now in Canberra who thinks he’s become Prime Minister.

This submission thus supports the call by W A Liberal senator Sue Knowles for a
sweeping royal commission into Paul Keating’s piggery deals.

 It supports  examination of the purchase and conduct - sale and tax arrangements
of companies in which Keating was involved including the Commonwealth Bank’s
part in generous loans associated with those deals - and other dubious deals
involving Keating and Warren Anderson - particularly the deal to onsell the piggery
to Indonesian interests and the Northern Terrirory Parliament House and State
Square development projects which were attempts by Keating to enrich Anderson.

This submission also calls for a wide sweeping inquiry to examine Kerry Packer’s
Sixty Minutes attack on Paul Keating beginning with the eight months of effort and
how it was aired on tv in the sudden way it was without prior notice and advertised
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stories suddenly pulled making way for it -  the timing of it coinciding with the
Productivity Commission’s Broadcasting Inquiry into the need for changes to the
cross media and foreign ownership rules that Packer and Murdoch are pushing for
and the truth of Paul Keating’s claim about Packer or rather - if Keating is what
Packer claims he is - does it take one to know one and Packer also is what Keating
claims he is.

Murdoch and Packer had also softened up the Howard Government after giving
Howard time to settle in and get over his "mandate euphoria" and after Howard
himself  introduced a new Code of Conduct for Federal politicians which led to
disgrace after disgrace of key government members. Packer and Murdoch had a
field day punching-up little Johnny’s born-to-rule conservatives. Howard by gaining
an understanding they would let up and get off his back - was prepared to do
anything for them if they did so.

(One must note here that whilst Packer is in bed with Howard - indirect links to
Murdoch by the Government are still maintained and vice versa. And whilst Labor
is in bed with Murdoch - indirect links to Packer are maintained by Labor. Also -
all ties - direct and indirect by both major parties to these two media barons are
open to constant variables depending on the circumstances and what’s involved or
at stake and at times the line can be held for quite a while without fluctuation).

And now that Packer has got stuck into Paul Keating - even though he is a former
Prime Minister - it does Johnny Howard’s heart good because not only is the
Opposition being smeared but also whilst they are being dive-bomb attacked his
side gets to have a well earned rest from that type of thing.

Packer tried to crash through the barrier put up by the cross media rules and
strayed over the line of 15 per cent of Fairfax at one stage after having bought in
stages through back-door methods until the waters of political friendship ran cold
after this move re-identified ample dormant anti-Packer sentiment easily reawoken.

This pushed Packer to change his strategy over to making a tactical withdrawal
whilst replacing himself with his own front men whom he helped to buy into Fairfax
and with loads of indirect money in Fairfax linked back to him and his "new-found"
mate Rupert blessed with a new China-doll and Lachlan ’s marriage made in heaven
to Sarah.

Both Murdoch and Packer assisted each other in poaching key Fairfax executive
staff and cream of the crop journalists setting up Fairfax to be ripe for the plucking.
In effect Packer with Murdoch’s help had one hand around Fairfax even with the
cross media rules in place - in anticipation of them being obligingly removed by his
new-found mate fond of preambles and opening the Olympic Games.
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The red-alert big warning my submission sends out to both the Prime Minister John
Howard and the Opposition Leader Kim Beazley - that I strongly suggest the Lees
-led Democrats sound out - is that it would be absolute madness to have this
Productivity Commission Broadcasting Inquiry rubber stamp what Packer and
Murdoch with Fairfax half in their pocket want - because once the cross media and
foreign ownership rules are removed - there will be nothing left to give the two
media barons as the obstacles preventing them from getting what they want will
have been removed - and they’ll end up with two media barons who will have
everything and will no longer need the Government or the Opposition but without
them the Government and the Opposition will be lost and at their complete mercy.

What the Government and Opposition must ask themselves is the question -
"what do we give two media barons who’ve got everything? The answer to that
is - there is only one thing left to give - and that one thing is their soul. And what
they would be doing is handing their soul over to the Devil. And it will be the biggest
con-job in the history of Australia - that will pay off for that pair of Devils. Make no
mistake about it.

They will in reality really be in charge of the Government of Australia if they can
control the lion’s share of the nation’s information industry in old and new media.
They can control what comes out in the news how when where and why and what
doesn’t come out in the news at all - to a much greater degree more than twice as
before. They can control the cash cows of old and new media from both ends in
direct conflict with the national interest but in complete harmony with their own
megalomaniacal Big-Picture plans. They can also complete the sell out of Australia
to foreign interests which will guarantee them successful investments in those
foreign countries they have helped to sell us out to.

They can artficially create more than twice as much divisive news than that
artificially created in the past. They can listen in to the nation’s conversations.
They can put communication-related obstacles in the paths of those they want
obsructed without anyone able to oppose their combined overpowering might. They
will be a danger at every step and turn to the decent fair-go minded Australians and
will more than double contribute to the wealth-gap than they did before.

The recommendation therefore offered by my submission to both the Prime
Minister John Howard and Leader of the Opposition Kim Beazley is that they at
least  must take out some insurance on this one if the Productivity Commission is
simply going to rubber stamp what the nation’s two major media barons want.

They should support the introduction of a special clause which can make the
legislation null and void if the predicted outcome does not eventuate. If greater
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diversity and more competition do not occur as a result of removing the cross media
and foreign ownership rules then this special clause can alter and reverse the
legislation in accordance with the unintended outcome. This Truth-in-Legislation
facility would thus enable the Government and Opposition to maintain control of
the situation and at same time earn the confidence and respect of the national
electorate.

Too many times - legislative changes have been made based on predicted outcome(s)
and the opposite results have eventuated due to the changes implemented making
the public entirely wary and mistrustful of the Government and Opposition with the
suspicion of another con-job hanging over the Parliament. It stands to reason that
if legislative changes are made based on a predicted outcome that if that does not
eventuate and the outcome is either at some variance or completely the reverse
of that predicted then there should be some inbuilt insurance-facility to make
adjustments and completely reverse legislation so that honesty-of-intent comes with
a written guarantee. If no safety-net is inbuilt into any deregulative changes to the
cross media and foreign ownership rules then that won’t be very clever. It would be
Mr Magoo dumb no matter how much you put a Mr Sheen on it.

The following fourty-six pages of evidence that briefly summarise over 70-plus
submissions to 33-previous inquiries & royal commissions support the views of this
submission. It is my sincere hope that the views and the evidence supporting those
views come to public attention through the Productivity Commission’s Inquiry
noting also that I am eagerly awaiting the time when I can go head to head with
Packer & Murdoch on the public stage. Beginning the next fourty-six pages
are two one page letters - one to Senator Vicki Bourne and one to Senator
Natasha Stott Despoja.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter      c/- PO Glebe Sydney NSW 2037.
Signature - address - phone & fax number supplied
Senator Vicki Bourne - Australian Democrats  16 Phillip Street Sydney
GPO Box 36 Sydney NSW 2001  Tel: 9247 3377  Fax: 9247 9681.
                                                                                        Friday 7th May 1999

Dear Senator Bourne,

Please accept receipt of  two copies of my submission to Productivity Commission’s
Broadcasting Inquiry - one for yourself and one on behalf of Senator Natasha Stott
Despoja. They will be sent Registered & Express Post - including diskettes on
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Monday 10th May. Senator Despoja has been my main supporter although be it at
half-strength. She is familiar with the evidence presented in my 70-plus submissions
to 33-Inquiries over past 13 years from the time she worked in Senator Coulter’s
office with Jennie Goldie. Her two replies are included in the 23-pages of reference
letters out of 330-plus replies and she is mentioned in my submission in my letter to
Mr Snape and Mr Simson - preceding this one.

Ever since Natasha has gone off onto the "media-celebrity" tangent I have found
her to be too busy to be bothered keeping up with the progress of my submissions of
evidence that contain evidence against Kerry Packer and Rupert Murdoch that
these two media-barons would love to be kept suppressed. From my viewpoint it
appears that as I have put all my eggs in the one basket with Natasha the media
have honed in on her to woo her with media-celebrity away from her duties and
responsibilities as a politician with the ulterior motive of backing her off  from
stepping over the line of attachment to the evidence I had sent her that she was
initially so pleased to read.

This is why Natasha is leading the pack of politicians who’ve been dabbling in
media celebrity-type exposure. She’s left Cheryl Kernot for dead and she’s rubbing
it in
and eclipsed Bronwyn Bishop. By taking the extraordinary step to whisk herself
away to the Balkans-crisis when there is so much hanging in the balance - like the
GST and the Productivity Commission’s Broadcasting Inquiry and the Preamble
debate and especially at a time Colston is still not out of it and the Australian
Democrats have to wait until after June 30th this year before they get the balance of
power in the Senate this has lead to the question why? As a result she has been
detracting from her qualities of substance to my dismay.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter c/- PO Glebe Sydney NSW 2037.
Signature - address - phone & fax number supplied
Senator Natasha Stott Despoja - Deputy Leader of Australian Democrats
The Senate - Parliament House Canberra  ACT 2601.
Tel: 02 6277 3645                                   Fax:  02 6277 3235
                                                                                       Friday 7th May 1999

Dear Senator Despoja,

As you have been busy standing out from the crowd as a "celebrity -politician"
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I haven’t received a reply to 82-pages of faxes I had faxed to you between 4th
and 24th December last year

Now that there is a Federal Government public inquiry into the question of
alterations to the cross-media and foreign ownership rules as well as the important
GST debate - I am hoping you will have peaked in your appetite for media celebrity
status and instead level out more towards the young woman of substance you had
shown potential to be drifting away from being another Poppy King  - your  fellow
republican.  There is also a huge focus on proposals to reform the Federal Upper
House due to perceived obstruction frustrating the Howard Government’s
ability to get its legislation passed in the Senate exacerbated by the recent
emergence of the NSW "tablecloth" Upper House that requires all of the Democrat’s
hands on deck.

Should you succeed to come a little more back to earth with a few healthy dashes of
common touch - you may find the time to read my latest media-inquiry submission
which is a read of sixty typed pages plus 23-pages of reference letters which are a
selection out of 330-plus replies - two of  which are your own.

I believe you will be pleasantly surprised as will Vicki Bourne - as well as all the
Australian Democrats.  The evidence if it was brought to public attention would
dong on the head - for a start the GST and any notions about diluting the strength
of the Senate and restrict Murdoch & Packer more not less than the present media
rules.  Just beware the media setting you up as one of their little darlings as you’ll
end up with an image that won’t be under your own terms.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter c/- PO Glebe Sydney NSW 2037
 Signature - address - phone & fax number supplied
           BRIEF SUMMARY OF 70-PLUS SUBMISSIONS
           TO 34 INQUIRIES OVER PAST 13 YEARS
           RESULTING IN 330-PLUS REPLIES.

It gives me great pleasure once again to make a submission to another media
Inquiry. My first media-submission was to the 1991 Federal Parliamentary Print
Media Inquiry. Since then I have also made submissions to several ABA - Pay TV
Inquiries and to the 1993 Federal Parliamentary Print Media Inquiry.

The last media submission I made was to the Federal Government’s 1996 Media
Review. The Prime Minister’s Office had replied noting my comments.
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All the above submissions that I have made contain Federal and State
Parliamentary evidence that presents damning evidence against the nation’s two
major media empire owners - Kerry Packer & Rupert Murdoch and which is
evidence that has been so far suppressed.

The above evidence proves that these two goliaths have been acting collusively
together in secret alliance for the past thirty-plus years to tie up the nation’s
media/information industry between them all in accord with a secret MASTER
GAMEPLAN that came into their possession in the mid 1960s that was contained in
the world’s first computer programmable manuscript. Through a lot of research I
also was able to crack the secret of their secret MASTER GAMEPLAN which had
been often rumoured to be in existence as one of the biggest secrets in Australia that
was uncrackable.

The secret of their secret MASTER GAMEPLAN was also inextricably tied to the
secret behind the nation’s Crime Mystery of the Century at Ayers Rock as both
came together in the one package - that is they were both produced by and entwined
in the world’s first computer programmable manuscript.

The politician most up to date on the evidence which I have presented in numerous
media submissions is Deputy Leader of  the Australian Democrats - Senator Natasha
Stott Despoja who has replied to me with supportive interest and to whom you may
refer. She has been sent drafts of the world-first programmable manuscript and very
well knows it contains the solution to both Australia’s crime mystery of the century
at Ayers Rock and solves the secret of Murdoch/Packer’s secret MASTER
GAMEPLAN. Senator Despoja knows that besides my numerous media Inquiry
submissions - the evidence I have presented is based on numerous other submissions
beginning with Royal Commission Into Chamberlain Convictions - Dawson
Waldron-Fiona Crosbie 35.FJC 1949/86 and Royal Commission Into Aboriginal
Deaths In Custody and Queensland’s Fitzgerald Inquiry.
Besides these three Inquiries I also made numerous submissions to many other
Inquiries including  NSW ICAC and NSW Police Royal Commission. Also Federal
Parliamentary Whistleblower’s Inquiry and Portrayal of Violence in the Media
Inquiry and the Northern Territory’s third and final Coronial Inquiry into the
Azaria Question in 1995.

All in all - I have made seventy-plus submissions to thirty-three Inquiries over the
past thirteen years beginning in 1986 preceded by four years of research which have
earnt me 330 plus letters of reply - all of which are very encouraging and collectively
should be ample to warrant the evidence coming to public attention in the national
interest.  As this evidence has not made it out onto the public stage as yet - it
appears there is just that one letter missing that would do it for me. Hopefully that
one letter of reply will come in response to this submission to the Productivity
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Commission’s Inquiry which will be the 34th Inquiry I will have made submission
to.

THE EVIDENCE proves that Murdoch/Packer’s secret MASTER GAMEPLAN was
produced by a world-first computer programmable manuscript the discoverer of
which is a very famous Australian with a household name and who was one of the
key players in the Azaria-Conspiracy involving the Fundamentalist Christian world
in Australia under the auspices of QLD’s former peanut farmer Premier Joh Bjelke
Petersen whose daughter in political terms is Pauline Hanson.

It was to be the biggie news sensation this century starting at the beginning of the
greed 1980s designed to divide and distract Australians whilst corporate Australia
wallowed in greed - which also allowed Murdoch/Packer to send in the corporate
wreckers like Bond Connell and Skase to leave a trail of damage as well as corporate
spivs/sharks feeding off a Bible-manual of scam/rorts to undermine the nation -
whilst Murdoch and Packer went from strength to strength getting their octopus
tentacles around lots of media/information industry assets and lots of  non-media
assets as well whilst the law courts justice system and the health and education
systems were massively undermined ripping the nation’s social fabric to shreds -
pounded into the ground by the biggest growth industry - that being crime assisted
by disarming the general population - weakening our military forces and ensuring
that the nation’s criminal underworld was well armed and could act with impunity
against the police and the community who were not on-side with the blatant
betrayal of the national interest.

The world-first computer programmable manuscript not only produced the
Masterplan-Blueprint from broad outline to every tiny detail for the religio-politico
Azaria Conspiracy at Ayers Rock but also produced a whole Bible of Crime
Blueprints for dozens of major news sensation child crimes all of which fed off the
Big-One - and for dozens of other major crimes including serial and mass murders -
aimed against those who became victims through being in the road of Greed
Incorporated Australia’s progress.

At the present moment the Jaidyn Leskie child-crime whodunnit is Azaria revisited
but in different form - quite a lot of it transposed. The Bega schoolgirls abduction
rape and murder court trial aftermath and further developments in the Revelle
Balmain and the  Kerry Whelan mysterious disappearances - all of which have been
prominent in the news recently are also part of the dark conspiracy operating in the
shadows behind the nation’s back and which are news sensations related to the Big-
One.

The recent Silverwater Jail helicopter escape right at the time of the recent NSW
State Election which had both major parties frothing at the mouth about Law and
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Order was a rigged Hollywood-Movie type escapade news sensation making a joke
out of the entire situation. The incredible amazing helicopter escape was not so
incredible and not so amazing. It had the long arm of Murdoch and Packer in there
with Lindy Chamberlain’s agent Harry M Miller swooping in to sign up the
helicopter-pilot.

The recent removal of an illegally parked caravan illegally drawing power and with
a politician’s election poster covering a window - which was being used in a Redfern
lane as a drug dealing outlet not very far from police crime-investigation
headquarters in Redfern was a news sensation hailed by the media as a masterpiece
of investigative journalism that uncovered the "horrifying spectacle" under the nose
of the police. This came at a time the Prime Minister had discussed at the Premier’s
Conference his new plan to combat crime allocating $220 million to that endeavour
allegedly focussed primarily on the scourge of heroin.

NSW Police’s response to the news coverage on the caravan heroin dealing outlet
was that police resources were fully tied up with other investigations indicating that
the police have so much to investigate they can’t investigate it all and also implying
that there was an undercover investigation underway and that the news coverage
had destroyed all the work done also to rebutt any thoughts in the community some
police were still sleeping with the enemy.

The politician on the election poster was Vic Smith who during the election was
assisted on election day by none other than Harry M Miller - Lindy Chamberlain’s
agent with an article and photo appearing about it in the newspapers on election
day.

The media Barons got their big news sensation story portraying the media as the
"undercover-agents" uncovering openly blatant crime and massive police
incompetence inferring they were better than the police at police work and were the
goodie-goodies out to stamp out evil everywhere when in reality it was the media
using itself to create its own propaganda smokescreen to hide behind in evil-angel
fashion which is something the media wolves have done on many occasions -
dressing themselves up in contrived sheep’s clothing.

The heroin dealers linked to the caravan were not charged with any charge and also
have been issuing "Lakemba & David-Carty" type death threats to Redfern Police
involved in the removal of the caravan and threatening the safety of the child of one
of the officers after doing their own undercover work to uncover personal details
about the Redfern police they were targetting.

At the same time there was an appeal by the killers of Walgett nurse Sandra Hoare
against the severity of life sentences despite fact she had been dragged out of
hospital whilst on duty and raped and had her throat cut by her killer(s) and almost
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decapitated. Sandra Hoare rape murder by two cousins was a 1990s version of the
rape/murder of nurse Anita Cobby who also had her throat cut by her killer and
three brothers involved in the crime - during the time of Royal Commission Into
Chamberlain Convictions. At the same time NSW senior police announced that
Operation Fenwick which was re-investigating the mysterious disappearance of six
young women in the Newcastle/Hunter Valley area was being wound down with no
new leads uncovered.

The re-investigation of the Newcastle Leigh Leigh rape murder case a few months
earlier had also been wound down. This was the case turned into a movie called
Blackrock which was released not that long ago here and in America. Newcastle’s
Seventh Day Adventist academic Professor Boettcher who supported the
Chamberlain’s Innocence was heavily involved in the Leigh Leigh case.

LATER ON I will present all the crime related events as reported in the news over
the first four months of this year and show how they all tie in with the overall
scheme of things in relation to the Chamberlain case. The big child abduction news
sensation so far this year came with the abduction murder of toddler James Sette on
February 7th three months ago. His body was also found in a dam similar to Jaidyn
Leskie’s body being found in a dam on New Year’s day at the beginning of last year.
His full name was "JAMES DEAN" SETTE.

The anniversary of Azaria’s disappearance fell around the traditional time of the
annual Federal budget - and it is around this time that a lot of child crimes have
occurred. In the two weeks just prior the 1993 annual Budget which fell on August
Seventeenth the same day as the 13th anniversary as Azaria’s disappearance there
were six child murders in Australia - most in NSW. Then - PM Paul Keating
changed the annual budget to May.

The Samantha Knight abduction mysterious disappearance that occurred during
the time of Royal Commission Into Chamberlain Convictions and Ebony Simpson
abduction rape murder in 1993 - both occurred two days after Azaria’s yearly
anniversary. Samantha Knight abduction was the first of a long series of child
abduction murders that formed a group that included the Helen Karpidis
abduction.

Last year after Kerry Packer flew over to New York for his heart operation with the
Thredbo Emergency Services hero Paul Featherstone by his side on his "flying-
hospital" private plane just before the Sydney water crisis that "Sydney had to
have" but which was a clayton’s water crisis and a big-boon for bottled-water
companies - Lindy Chamberlain and new husband and her two teens arrived in
Australia unannounced under cover of the water crisis sensation in early August a
few weeks before Azaria’s eighteenth anniversary to live in Australia permanently
next to Michael Chamberlain and his new wife and their two year old baby
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daughter named ZAHRA - quite like the name of Harold Holt’s wife ZARA and
quite like AZARIA.

This was the time of the mysterious disappearance of Granville schoolgirl Quanne
Diec whilst the movie being made in Granville - Day of the Roses about Granville
Train Disaster was being focussed on in the news. Like the previous year the
Samantha Knight abduction came back into the news in a big way on her August
19th annual anniversary along with the Helen Karpidis abduction - both getting a
big mention coinciding with Azaria’s annual anniversary on August 17th - two days
earlier at the time the search for Quanne Diec was in full swing.

Strathfield massacre occurred on the eleventh anniversary of Azaria’s
disappearance on August 17th 1991 - six weeks after Dr Chang’s assassination in
Mosman whilst driving on his way to work on American Independence Day - 4th
July. Juanita Neilsen’s mysterious disappearance three years before Azaria’s
disappearance was also on American Independence Day and was one of the major
news sensation crimes that was part of the MASTER GAMEPLAN which occurred
in the lead-up to Azaria.

Prior to Strathfield massacre - another massacre occurred in New Zealand
coinciding with the visit of Mrs Chamberlain. In this massacre children were the
main targets. A house was set on fire near a primary school at the end of the school
day. Children who ran to watch the fire were shot. One of the excuses for this
massacre was an argument over pet animals. On the other hand - in Strathfield
massacre which occurred on Azaria’s eleventh anniversary in reverse fashion - the
gunman deliberately avoided shooting any children.

Dr Chang’s murder and Strathfield massacre occurred at the start of the 1991
Federal Parliamentary Print Media Inquiry. Dr Chang had fought off intense
pressure behind the scenes from Kerry Packer backed by Murdoch to push him into
being part of the "Tourang-Consortium" bid so Packer could use Dr Chang’s
excellent good-name as a front to hide-behind for his "trust-me" campaign to get on
board Fairfax to overcome intense opposition against him. Dr Chang was replaced
by academic Sir Zelman Cowen former Sydney University Chancellor. The latest
Packer/Murdoch academic stooge/plant in Fairfax is Professor Hilmer who was in
charge of formulation of Australia’s National competition policy and who is now
offering views that are sweet music to Packer & Murdoch’s ears as they will
guarantee continued supremacy by the two media barons and cripple competition
against them and as such are totally anti-competitive.

Packer had worked in close on Dr Chang through the Packer family’s long close ties
with St Vincent’s Hospital and through the heart by-pass operation Dr Chang had
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performed on him and the $3million donation Packer had gifted to Dr Chang’s
cardiac research unit at St Vincents.

The criminal pressure on Dr Chang had started six years earlier at the time of large
donations from an Asian businessman as in business-terms there was no such thing
as charity as donations were rather investments and after the armed home invasion
raid on the home of the high-profile Asian family - the Wongs who were part of Dr
Chang’s social circle. The Wongs were highly respected owners of a famous
Chinatown restaurant and the famous racehorse Wong. Both Mr and Mrs Wong
had their throats cut. Dr Chang miraculously saved Mrs Wong’s life. After this the
Chang’s home was broken into many times forcing Dr Chang to turn his home into
a fortress.

Quite a few years later Dr Chang’s colleague at St Vincent’s Hospital - Dr Chye was
murdered shot in the head as was Dr Chang and later Dr Chye’s sister who was the
part-owner of a restaurant was murdered - stabbed to death over fifty-times.

Those involved in the crimes against the Wongs and Dr Chye and his sister and Dr
Chang - were involved in the Asian restaurant industry - either as kitchen hands or
waiters or restaurant managers. After the crimes against the Wongs and the Chyes -
Dr Chang was murdered with Asian criminals contracted out the assassination
disguised as attempted robbery but without any robbery occurring. The original
idea of an armed home invasion and hanging one of the Chang children was
cancelled. They were loser-gamblers just doing the dirty-work for bigger people with
Big-Picture plans. The American Jarvik-heart invention costing $50,000.00 earnt a
big reprieve when Dr Chang’s better heart-invention costing $4,000.00
bit the dust with Dr Chang’s death as did the lucrative human spare parts trade.

If Kerry Packer had Dr Chang fronting for him at 1991 Federal Print Media
Inquiry he would not have needed to use standover intimidation tactics on the
Inquiry’s Committee and on national television like he did. Even though Packer and
Murdoch’s media organisations had devoted a lot of publicity to Dr Chang’s work
and helped create Dr Chang’s SAINTLY-IMAGE - Dr Chang wouldn’t be in it - not
even with criminal pressure being applied. Rupert Murdoch on the sidelines had
been supporting Packer’s bid for Fairfax through Tourang Consortium and was
supporting Canadian Conrad Black even though Canada would not allow foreign
ownership/control of any Canadian media.

DR CHANG’S MURDER SENT MESSAGE OUT LOUD AND CLEAR THAT NO
ONE IN AUSTRALIA WAS SAFE - NOT EVEN A PRIME MINISTER.

Murdoch and Packer then were playing on each other’s side and have had to change
their tactics since then - now powerfully focussing on a strong close friendship
between their two sons and their secret alliance between them coming more and
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more out of the closet tying up four big shared deals between them in recent years
and with more to come. In recent times - instead of trying to get around the rules
they had to switch over to trying to get rid of "offending" media rules blocking their
path.

At the end of 1991 at Xmas time - at the end of the Federal Print Media Inquiry
when Conrad Black’s "Tourang consortium minus Packer" won Fairfax and Paul
Keating became Prime Minister - the Fairlie Arrow Hoax occurred on Queensland’s
Gold Coast in between a double murder and a murder suicide. The investigation
into Fairlie Arrow’s alleged abduction completely hampered the investigation into
the Gold Coast Xmas-murders.

Fairlie Arrow was being set up to be the Lindy Chamberlain of the 1990s by Packer
with Murdoch’s assistance through cheque book journalism media deals. Nene King
the Queen of Packer’s  magazines who had handled the Chamberlain glossy-
coverage started grooming Fairlie Arrow for her new "Lindyish-role" as a woman
with a wild story the public was finding difficult to believe. Alas all that had to be
ditched when Fairlie Arrow came half unstuck. Fairlie Arrow’s manager was none
other than Jim Byrnes - Alan Bond’s mate and "financial-saviour" and who
married Fairlie Arrow’s close friend Jackie Love. Like Lindy - Fairlie Arrow went to
live in America to live her notoriety down.

A Gold Coast barmaid who had given evidence to NSW ICAC and her SP
bookmaker boyfriend were executed in their unit in the same week at Xmas as the
Fairlie Arrow hoax. At the same time there was also the murder of a model by her
estranged defacto who killed himself a week later after travelling to Sydney to see
his solicitor.
The Fairlie Arrow hoax syphoned off police resources that should have otherwise
gone into the murder investigations. The barmaid and Sp bookmaker were both
shot twice in the head - execution gangland style same as happened to Dr Chang -
with the barmaid also having her throat cut.
(The criminals involved in their execution were also later the main suspects in the
Arnotts poisoned biscuits extortion threat).

The beginning of Kerry Packer’s play for Fairfax assisted by Rupert Murdoch was
the infiltration and undermining of Fairfax from within by Packer-Murdoch
operatives beginning from time of Royal Commission Into Chamberlain
Convictions.

They drove a wedge in the Fairfax family using stepmother Lady Mary Fairfax and
stepson Warwick junior to form a faction against the Fairfax family proper.
Warwick junior was really easy to manipulate as he was a Jesus Freak
fundamentalist christian and a key Lindy Chamberlain supporter. He was supposed
to be the good christian who was against greed avarice envy and all that but that
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being a front he took the bait thrown by Packer Murdoch’s operative Mr Greed
himself - Alan Bond’s mate Laurie Connell who took a $100 million dollar fee
raising the massive loans with which Warwick junior and Lady Mary were to use to
buy out the rest of the Fairfax family and seize control - under the guise of being
forced to do it to save the Fairfax empire when that mad-move led to Warwick and
Lady Mary losing the Fairfax empire in a very short space of time. Instead of saving
it they doomed it - with Packer and Murdoch laughing themselves stupid.

These two media barons were the only real winners during the November 1987
stockmarket crash and four years later in 1991 Packer with Conrad Black and
Murdoch’s blessing was trying to get his hands on Fairfax which led to the 1991
Federal Print Media Inquiry to investigate the propriety of the Tourang bid and the
need for a probity check on Packer due to the immense unease from many quarters
about him and his desire for Fairfax and his amusement about the unease he
aroused.

Going back to Juanita Neilsen three years before Azaria news sensation - she was
the rich-girl with a very small inner city newspaper voicing her opposition to the
destruction of heritage by developers in Kings Cross and leading the political
activism against them. Well she didn’t last very long and got rubbed out quick
smart - mysteriously disappeared. She was standing in the way of a lot of people
making a lot of money also at the expense of our heritage. And she was a private
small tadpole annoying mosquito of a newspaper-person squashed by the tiniest tip
of Packer & Murdoch’s little finger.

Besides Juanita Neilsen - three other huge news sensation crime conspiracies in the
lead-up to the Azaria Conspiracy were Whiskey Au Go Go nightclub mass murder
which was Queensland’s crime of the century behind which was fundamentalist
christian Premier Joh Bjelke Petersen that he used to help keep him in power in
Queensland almost two decades - NSW’s crime of the century the Hilton Bombing
and Prime Minister Harold Holt’s mysterious disappearance whilst swimming in the
sea.

Whiskey Au Go Go nightclub was in the centre of Brisbane’s Bible Belt circled
around Fortitude Valley - Brisbane’s nightclub "Kings Cross" type district.
Chamberlain’s Betty Hocking Chamberlain Innocence Committee was based in
Brisbane’s Bible Belt which was the national headquarters of fundamentalist
christianity in Australia. The Chamberlain’s Innocence Committee had publicly
thrown its weight behind establishing a Royal Commission Into Whiskey Au Go Go
mass murder and had James Finch’s wife under their wing to help retrap-Finch who
after being freed and back in England admitted to being part of the arson team but
also claimed he had been set-up as he had ben led to believe it was to be an ordinary
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nightclub fire without loss of life involved. He was a patsy for big people with Big-
Picture plans.

Whiskey Au Go Go was the crime of the century at State-level which built the
platform for the crime of the century at national-level. Premier Joh used Whiskey
Au Go Go as a standover of Queensland to rule with an iron fist and begin the sell-
off of Australia to foreign interests giving them a big foothold from which to launch
raids on the rest of Australia. It also helped to organise big-time crime north of the
Tweed Heads border controlled from Sydney that was geared towards a betrayal of
the national interest particularly assisting the infiltration of international criminal
groups into Australia and setting-up a network of corrupt-police & career criminals
who took up all the contracts from corrupt corporate Australia who funded criminal
projects devised in the briefcase boardrooms across the nation to assist Greed Inc’s
Big-Picture plans.

The Chamberlains moved to Mt Isa Queensland a bit less than a year before their
trip to Ayers Rock where a collection of cohorts in the conspiracy were waiting for
the star-couple and their kids to arrive. All those in the conspiracy had been selected
from all over Australia by the fundamentalist christian network in Australia with
national headquarters in Brisbane’s Bible Belt years before the crime and cover-up
occurred at Ayers Rock. Several years before the Royal Commission into
Chamberlain Convictions fundamentalist christian Joh Bjelke Petersen became
Chamberlain’s official political backer and soon after that Royal Commission began
his Joh-for-PM campaign with rallies all over Australia on the same bandwagon as
the Chamberlain Innocence Campaign bouyed by the pardon Chamberlain’s
received from the Royal Commission.
If there had not been one crucial mistake by the Azaria Conspiracy team and plan-
A of the cover-up could have been implemented instead of having to resort to plan-B
the Chamberlains would have earnt exoneration and recommendation for
compensation from the Northern Territory Govt. Instead they earnt only the pardon
without any recommendation for compensation which is why Chamberlains had to
fight for many years for their compo payout and why the Northern Territory’s third
Coronial Inquiry into Azaria-Question during Xmas 1995 handed down an OPEN
FINDING leaving the question of Chamberlain’s guilt or innocence still open to
conjecture.

This finding was only brought about by my submission(s) of evidence which forced
the Northern Territory’s Coroner to also say at the same time he handed down his
OPEN FINDING - that the truth to the Azaria-Question should never be made
public thereby admitting that the truth about Azaria was known but that that truth
was too horrible for Australia to ever have to face - that it was too big for him to
deal with.

AZARIA WAS LINKED TO JOH’S DREAM TO BECOME THE FIRST
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GOD-FEARING FUNDAMENTALIST CHRISTIAN PRIME MINISTER OF
AUSTRALIA ALSO ENSURING THE "CRUCIFIED" CHAMBERLAINS
WOULD BECOME NATIONAL ICONS OF MORAL LEADERSHIP WITH A
YEARLY PILGRIMAGE  TO THEIR MUCH SOUGHT AFTER AYERS ROCK
AZARIA-MEMORIAL BECOMING A NATIONAL OBSERVANCE DAY.

IF Joh had won the elections in the Northern Territory where he held the first
electoral litmus test for his Joh-For-Pm campaign. THE-PLAN was to divide the
Northern Territory up - giving each State a slice of the Northern Territory to kill
two birds with one stone - then
(1) this would have solved the STATEHOOD problem for the Northern Territory
(2) helped Joh bribe/buy his way to Canberra where Senator Flo was waiting for
"His-Arrival" - also
(3) giving Murdoch & Packer the nation’s first Reaganesque Presidential-style
Prime Minister willing to do to Australia what was done to Azaria as a national
sacrifice at Ayers Rock.

THUS - AZARIA WAS ALSO LINKED TO MURDOCH & PACKER’S PLANS
TO DIVIDE AND DISTRACT THE NATION WITH A NEWS - SENSATION
CHILD CRIME MYSTERY WHICH THEY COULD CASH IN ON AS
THE-BIGGIE WHICH WOULD TAKE AUSTRALIA’S LOST-CHILD FACTOR
INTO A WHOLE NEW ERA LEADING THE WAY FOR A WHOLE NEW
SMORGASBOARD OF CRIME - INCLUDING SINISTER NEW VARIETIES
TAKING A BIG STEP UP FROM THAT OF THE PAST - USING IT AS A
CRIMINAL STANDOVER OF THE NATION WHILST THEY CORRUPTED
THE NATION’S CORPORATE BOARDROOMS AND THE NATION’S
POLITICAL AND JUDICIAL PROCESSES IN A BID TO REALISE THEIR
DREAMS - IN MURDOCH’S CASE A WORLD NEWS EMPIRE AND IN
PACKER’S CASE A DOUBLE "THREE-IN-ONE" THAT IS - A CASINO
AND A TELEVISION STATION NETWORK AND A QUALITY NEWSPAPER
IN AUSTRALIA’S TWO BIGGEST CITIES WITH BOTH MURDOCH AND
PACKER HAVING A SHARE IN EACH OTHER AS A UNITED FRONT.

THE LOST CHILD FACTOR NOT ONLY INCLUDED THE ABDUCTION OF
CHILDREN AND INFANTICIDE BUT ALSO NEGLECT & CHILD ABUSE AND
ABORTION AND AN EMERGING REFUSAL BY ADULT AUSTRALIA TO
BEAR CHILDREN AND ALSO INCLUDED GREATER INVOLVEMENT BY
CHILDREN IN DRUGS AND CRIME INCLUDING THE ASSAULT AND
MURDER OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS BY CHILDREN INSIDE & OUTSIDE
HOME AND SCHOOL-YARD.

Two references about Australia’s "LOST CHILD FACTOR" both of which
appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald this month are:
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(1) The Country of Lost Children - Peter Pierce: Spectrum features page five
Sydney Morning Herald SATURDAY APRIL 10TH 1999 in which Azaria
Chamberlain & Jaidyn Leskie & Ebony Simpson feature.
(2) The land That Eats Its Young - Andrew Riemer: Spectrum Books page nine
Sydney Morning Herald SATURDAY APRIL 24TH 1999 which reviews Peter
Pierce’s book "The Country of Lost Children" - an Australian anxiety.

On Thursday 22nd April there was the assault & abduction of missing nine-year old
girl Keyra Steinhardt near Rockhampton in Queensland. There have been besides
Keyra Steinhard’s abduction also the abduction of four young women all of whom
have mysteriously disappeared in the past seven months from September 2nd last
year to the very present in Rockhampton raising the prospect of a serial killer on the
loose especially since the abductions have occurred with increasing frequency.

Peter Pierce’s book also mentions the Lost-Child factor includes a focus on the
Aboriginal Stolen Generation as well as the Stolen British migrant children and the
issue of reconciliatation.

Azaria was The-Biggie because Azaria was to be the nation’s sacrifice as a symbolic
gesture of atonement for all the Aboriginal children who became the Stolen
Generation which is why it was so important that a sinless white child with a weird
Old Testament Biblical name had to mysteriously disappear creating the Azaria-
Legend at Ayers Rock - the nation’s foremost nation identity symbol/icon and
Aboriginal Australia’s Dreamtime Headquarters.
Ayers Rock owned the Dreamtime Legend of the Evil Dingo satan-spirit that
roamed the Rock and stole children from camp at night taking them back to his lair
deep under The-Rock to devour them for din-dins and which was only a scary lie-
story used to make sure kids didn’t stray away at night from camp as exposure to
the natural elements in the wilderness would itself kill a child more assuredly than
any dingo.

Turning attention now to the Hilton Bombing - Tim Anderson was the media officer
for the Ananda Marga a little known sect. Michael Chamberlain also was a media
man as he was a freelance photojournalist besides being a pastor and used his media
skills to help promote the little-known Seventh Day Adventist sect to which
Chamberlains belonged. Michael Chamberlain also used the fact that he had media
skills to excuse himself from searching for Azaria’s remains so that he could devote
his time to linking up with the media to get the story out and taking photos and
notes for a book on the tragedy to in his view - nobly help prevent a similar tragedy
occurring to another couple.

It was also former NSW Premier Neville Wran who was part of the Packer & Black
Tourang Consortium bid for Fairfax. Nifty Nev was in there batting away for Kerry
Packer. Nifty Nev was also a champion supporter of the Chamberlains. He helped
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launch Lindy’s autobiography. He also was the patron of the NSW Dingo-farm
foundation but ran foul of the RSPCA over the treatment of two donkeys but in
court being who he is got out of that one not all that long ago.

The mysterious disappearance of Prime Minister Harold Holt in the sea with no
recovery of his missing body began the hunt for the answer to the question same as
the question mark hanging over Azaria - was it death due to misadventure or to foul
play? Thirty years after his death in line with the Official Secrets Act during early
January last year - The Holt Files were released to the public. Many of the
documents in the files were useless due to their inadequacy and bodginess and many
key files were missing. It was around this time that a series of unsual deaths in the
sea occurred in Australia. The foremost news sensation of this type was the
mysterious disappearance of the American skin diving couple - The Lonergans off
Cairns after the dive-boat returned without them on board and their absence going
unnoticed for several days. The Lonergans were fundamentalist christian charity
church workers.

A young Sydney Morning Herald photographer whose father was a journalist who
had died young and his sister is a journalist also - all being part of the Minogue
family - drowned whilst swimming with two friends off Bondi Beach after midnight
at the time the Coronial Inquiry into the French photographer Roni Levi Bondi
Beach police shooting was underway.

Two other skin-diving suspicious-deaths in the years prior the release of the Harold
Holt files are related directly to Kerry Packer’s magazine-queen Nene King which
involved the death of her husband’s skin diving buddy - Channel Seven executive
Paul Cavanagh and the death of her husband journalist Pat Bowring who had also
been present during Paul Cavanagh’s suspicious death whilst skin diving. Both
deaths occurred about two years apart off Long Reef - Cavanagh’s off the Northern
beaches and Bowring’s off Bondi Beach.

Nene King went back to work a week and a half after Pat Bowring’s death - his
remains never recovered. The death of Nene King’s autobiographer a Sydney
Morning Herald journalist also occurred in a light plane crash in North Queensland.
Nene King - the tattoed queen of gossip also is a well-spring of rumour and gossip
herself - with three marriages - numerous job walk-outs and occult dabblings. She
has recently resigned again to join the celebrity speech circuit and pursue product
endorsements.

The assassination of Australia’s third top policeman Colin Winchester in Canberra
had a big Azaria-connection. Peter Macaulay the nation’s top policeman had also
been the Northern Territory Police Commissioner during the ten years of the
Chamberlain-saga and it was due to his effort of bringing Professor Cameron into
the picture that brought about the case against the Chamberlains. Without
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Professor Cameron’s involvement no case against the Chamberlains could have been
made. Peter Macaulay got all the credit for that.

The local Griffith-mafia were also incensed about the hounding of "Aussie Bob"
into the ground. Also widow Joan Trimbole who was a noted fundamentalist
christian and a champion of Lindy Chamberlain’s innocence defended her
husband’s name claiming he was not associated with any crime-activities and the
notion that he was crime-boss was a Big-Lie. Peter Macaulay who was Australia’s
top policeman couldn’t be killed. There would have been too many questions asked.
Nor could his second be killed - too close. They could only go as high as killing
Australia’s third top policeman throwing Peter Macaulay’s Commissionership
under a dark cloud and signalling a whole new phase in the menace posed by
organised crime which in this case used a Lindy Chamberlain innocence operative
with a gripe against Winchester related to his need to get his old public service job
back. Mick Palmer who took over from Peter Macaulay as Police Commissioner of
the AFP is also a former Northern Territory Police Commissioner.

Australia’s highest profile criminal lawyer is a former Ananda Marga member same
as Tim Anderson and is a Tim Anderson & Lindy Chamberlain Innocence
supporter. She is famous for having affairs with many of her criminal clients
including one of the Anita Cobby killers. Due to the recent "Red Light" case she is
now not practicing law and instead is pursuing a career in movie making.
She represented Ivan Milat’s girlfriend who was also Registrar of the Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission which is quite odd when one considers Milat
was the murderer of human rights and equal opportunity and his girlfriend wore
clothes Milat took from victims. Tim Anderson at present is the president of NSW
Council For Civil Liberties - which is a Tim Anderson & Lindy Chamerlain support
group organisation.

The Harry Blackburn Fiasco also had a big Azaria-connection. This fiasco was a
conspiratorial scheme to make a complete fool out of Former Fairfax Sun newspaper
journalist Steve Brien who wrote the book - "Azaria: Trial of the Century"
presenting the Crown’s case against the Chamberlains and to set-up Blackburn with
serial-rape charges with his complicity knowing that the charges would collapse
soon after they were laid and that a Royal Commission a few months later would
lead to a massive $1million payment.

The Chamberlains also teamed up with Blackburn using the fact that his ordeal
lasted only a few months and had been compensated $1million after a short time to
use this as pressure to help them get their compensation. Mrs Gundy and Darren
Brennan who were victims of police shootings also teamed up with Blackburn and
the Chamberlains to help speed-up their compensation payouts.
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Blackburn’s police colleagues and Blackburn helped create the bogus evidence.
Steve Brien who was the police media liaison officer was instructed to media-walk
Blackburn. Steve Brien who had nothing to do with the investigation or the laying
of charges was made out to be the "big-idiot" in the affair. There was ample
evidence to prove Blackburn was involved in a conspiracy with fellow police
colleagues to create bogus charges against himself knowing that they would collapse
in a heap straight away. He helped create a "hot air ballon with crap inside it"
knowing he had the needle with which to prick it when it was sneakily placed in the
hands of those the crap was meant to splatter with Blackburn knowing there was a
big compensation payout in it and that it had political-judicial backing for bigger-
picture reasons. It was also helping to make a joke out of the justice-system.
Blackburn opened a private investigation agency on the Gold Coast with his
$1million compo-payout and was instrumental in helping to set up the Fairlie Arrow
hoax in the same week as the Gold Coast Xmas murders.

A similar replay of the Harry Blackburn Fiasco has been blazing in the news over
the past month through the Judge Philip Bell court trial. There were similarities in
the flimsiness of the evidence - the way charges were laid and their names made
public.

The Police Commissioner’s Operation Cori on extremely flimsy evidence of a
solitary "Franca Arena" witness brought charges against Judge Philip Bell whilst
bypassing the office of the NSW Department of Public Prosecutions which collapsed
very easily. The evidence was flimsy at best. Judge Philip Bell had the same name as
recently convicted pedophile Philip Bell.

Judge Philip Bell’s defender was none other than Ian Barker QC the Crown
prosecutor at Lindy Chamberlain’s 1982 court trial. He is also the current NSW Bar
Association president. He is also defending Judge Kirkham against criticism levelled
at him for aborting a trial against one of the Bega-killers before the Bega
rape/murders occurred. Had Judge Kirkham not aborted that trial then in all
likelihood the Bega murders would not have occurred. Judge Kirkham aborted the
trial after NSW Police Minister Paul Whelan broadcast general comments which
Judge Kirkam ruled would prejudice a fair trial for the accused who was in the
dock for the repeated sexual abuse of an 11 year old girl.

This decision put the offender back into the community who went to climax his
criminal career with his part in the murder of the two Bega schoolgirls. The two
Bega killers had long criminal records of petty crime and had been treated very
leniently by the justice system so lenient that they were primed by the justice system
to go on to commit the Bega rape/murders. Tim Anderson as secretary of NSW
Council for Civil Liberties is calling for an Inquiry into the charging of Judge
Phillip Bell.
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John Marsden who was a former-head of the NSW Council for Civil Liberties and
has been recently in the news through his defamation case against Channel Seven
and who in the past had to defend himself against similar allegations that Judge
Philip Bell recently faced - was also Ivan Milat’s solicitor until Milat swapped over
to the Brisbane lawyer named Boe. He also successfully defended Milat in a court
case years before the Belanglo Forest backpacker-murders getting him off abduction
& rape charges involving two female hitchhikers. Because Milat wasn’t stopped then
the charmed life he lived protected by the justice system meant he could also have
gotten away with the Belanglo backpacker murders - except for one crucial mistake
which gave police no choice but to properly investigate.

He still maintains his innocence because he was so unlucky to have been caught and
because the system was nurturing and priming him for the criminal climax of his
career. Others with Big-Picture plans were using him to do what he did allowing
him to bask in the knowledge that he was virtually untouchable.

The western world-wide/international sweep of Murdoch/Packer’s secret MASTER
GAMEPLAN surfaces once again with the recent Littleton Colarado high school
massacre. Bega in NSW is also Littleton’s SISTER-CITY.
Two weeks before the Colorado massacre Bega relived the horrific crimes to two of
its teenage schoolgirls when a jury found the second killer guilty. He was the
offender for whom Judge Kirkham aborted his child-sex crime trial due to Police
Minister Paul Whelan’s general comments. BEGA Council will erect a plaque in the
town square named Littleton Gardens with the memorial bearing all the names of
the Colorado massacre victims next to plaques dedicated to Lauren and Nichole the
two Bega schoolgirl victims.

The Trench Coat Mafia wore black trenchcoats as did Keanu Reeves throughout
movie Matrix and idolised the grunge band Maralyn Manson whose members all
bear the names of infamous serial killers. The Colorado Massacre also has occurred
just before our Anzac day which is quite close to when our own Port Arthur
massacre occurred just after Anzac day three years ago and which holds the world
record for its number of victims by a single assailant. Likewise Dunblane in
Scotland and Port Arthur massacres were only a few months apart - and victims of
both massacres formed a close association. These two massacres also occurred at the
time when the decision was made to deport Australia’s own "Charles Manson" who
had been behind a series of bizarre murders in Sydney and who originally came
from Dunblane in Scotland and who was looked after by the Australian media in a
big way after his deportation to Dunblane. Recent news stories about Port Arthur
massacre are in relation to compensation claims and remembrance of third
anniversary.
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Martin Bryant was the product of a tyrant father and a religious fundamentalist
christian mother. He idolised Sylvester Stallone - Rambo and fed himself a daily diet
of violent videos including the Chucky series. The massacre occurred some months
before the opening of Planet Hollywood in Sydney at which Sylvester Stallone was in
attendance. He also liked Babe the movie as he had a pet pig he slept with. For over
three years Joh Bjelke Petersen based himself in Northern Tasmania prior to Port
Arthur Massacre opening up a roadside cafe chain featuring Lady Flo’s pumpkin
scones - not dissimilar to Broad Arrow Cafe in which Martin Bryant began the
massacre.

It was also Joh Bjelke Petersen’s stronghold in Kingaroy-Gympie-Noosa
Queensland that is national headquarters for gun-extremists in Australia. Martin
Bryant was let out of the gun-extremist’s closet to do a crap on Australia giving gun
extremists the excuse to grip their guns tighter whilst the rest of the general
population got disarmed. On Monday 3rd May this year - 23 year old Anthony
Lauritsen pleaded guilty in Perth WA Supreme Court of killing his grandmother by
hacking her to death on the anniversary of his father’s suicide. He was obsessed with
violent movies and had a list of people he planned to kill and he admired Port
Arthur massacre killer - Martin Bryant who had also carried out his massacre a
year after his father’s suicide.
This was suspected to be another murder by Bryant who was also suspected of
killing a neighbour and several backpacker girls in the warm-up for his big climax.

The Koresh Waco-Tragedy had a big tie to Australia. Koresh recruited the
Australians who died in the fire and some who survived - from the Seventh Day
Adventist church in Australia during visits in the 1970s. Koresh was a Branch
Davidian Seventh Day Adventist. The Solar Temple sect bought properties on the
Gold Coast. Their leader made a pilgrimage to Ayers Rock on Azaria Day August
Seventeenth several years before the big-kill. The Japanese Aum Truth Sect had a
farm in Western Australia where canisters of poison gas were stored.

The Offal Cult in South Australia has been in the news recently with the leaders
maintaining they are a harmless christian group. This is one of dozens of cults in
Australia like the Little Pebble fundamentalist Catholic-christian cult near Nowra
and The Family sect mainly in Victoria and NSW. As well as christian-oriented cults
there are dozens of New-Age cults that have sprouted everywhere thriving in a
climate of social-dysfunctionalism in troubled times making matters worse by
pouring accelerant on the fire of national discontent instead of pouring oil on
troubled waters - like the sinister act by a strange person who had travelled from
interstate for some weird reason to walk into a Cairns schoolyard and set young
Tjandamurra O’shane alight on basis it was by pure chance the victim happened to
be a relative of Pat O’shane and had an Aboriginal name synonymous with
"Warrior fighting spirit". This was occult and related to Azaria.
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There is also a long list of news sensation fraud/hoaxes - such as literary
fraud/hoaxes from the first in 1980 up to the most recent fraud of Helen Darville
Demidenko with her book "The Hand That Signed The Paper" and the male author
who published a book under an Aboriginal woman’s name which also coincided
with
Elizabeth Durack’s paintings under an Aboriginal man’s name. Tied in with these is
the Marree Man which became the other mystery/riddle in the desert.

There is also Harry M Miller’s Mr Iceman Hoax involving a Qld Uni student whose
father was a fundamentalist christian Professor at Qld Uni. This was the fraud of
the young man’s survival on three chocolate bars in a Himalayan ice cave for
43 days.

There is also the rigged-fight on Channel Nine’s Ray Martin M idday Show between
Normie Rowe and Ron Casey that occurred in the two weeks after Dr Chang’s
murder. The latest rigged fight is between Ray Martin versus Saffran and Shane
Paxton. We can add rigged-furore’s like the Elle Mcfeast Mark Chopper Read
intro to the new outsourcing vogue which led to such ugliness attached to the ABC
which in the past would have been unthinkable and totally un-ABC. The Channel
Nine Paxton South Molle Island stunt was a Packer political joke on Australia.
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Professor Hilton
NSW Forensic Laboratories
City Morgue - Arundel Street
Glebe NSW 2037
FAX: 9552 6394
                           Friday 12th March 1998

Dear Professor Hilton,

Yesterday I visited City Morgue to enquire at front desk about the death of my good
friend Steven Nibblet in Newtown last weekend. The attendant named Darren gave
me the general information from the computer about the autopsy but was not able
to mention anything about the toxicology-report as it had not at that stage been
finalised. Darren gave me the telephone number 9660 5977 Ext: 339
so that I could phone the forensic autopsy staff to enquire further.

Whilst I was a good friend of Steven’s I do not know his next of kin although
I know his girlfriend and many of his friends. What I do know is that Steven was an
important cog in the wheel in a lot of what was going on with regards heaps of
evidence I was submitting to many Federal and State Parliamentary Inquiries
particularly Media and Whistleblowers and numerous Royal Commissions from
Royal Commission Into Chamberlain Convictions - Aboriginal Deaths In Custody -
Darren Brennan TRG-Inquiry and David Gundy Hearings and NSW ICAC to NSW
Wood Royal Commission Into Police Corruption.

I do not believe that enemies Steven and I had in common -particularly a certain
journalist/media-person who is an operative of Chamberlain’s closest journalist
 - Sydney Morning Herald Chief Reporter Malcolm Brown got lucky by Steve dying
through some freakish bad-luck.

From what I know from my end of things - Steven was getting more nervous each
time I had seen him and at 11pm Thursday 25th February at which time I had last
spoken to him outside Badde Manors Cafe in Glebe he was very troubled by
something he didn’t get to mention - as he didn’t get around to visiting me as he had
promised in our last conversation due to his unexpected death. Steven was also very
well-liked and very well known within Glebe and Inner City Cafe society and
Radio/Music circles and was a healthy-living person who smoked a bit from time to
time but was not particularly a drug addict of any description.
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It is difficult to conceive that he simply died from his own vomit without anything
unnatural/suspicious to cause it. What is very likely here is that his guard was down
and someone got under it with something sneaky - up close and personal. There is a
long list of murders/attempted-murders/stabbings & bashings of many persons
around me - some of whom were in Steven Niblett’s circle which was part of the
criminal vendetta campaign against my numerous evidence submissions and the
political suppression of it behind which was the Rupert Murdoch/Kerry Packer
dominated Australian Media/Information Cheque Book Journalism Industry.

Steven was a very dear friend whom I wanted to be around when my breakthrough
came and the evidence in my numerous submissions came to
public attention.

This evidence in short solves the Chamberlain Case proving the original Joy Kuhl
forensic tests at NSW Forensic Laboratories/Glebe Coroner’s Court were correct
and that Azaria was the victim of a Fundamentalist Christian World Religio/Politico
Conspiracy backed by Joh Bjelke Petersen and the Murdoch/Packer media empires
through these two media baron’s secret-alliance.

This super-duo backed the Azaria-Conspiracy as Michael Chamberlain had a rare
expertise in the words/names area to world-first standing which allowed him to
make a major breakthrough resulting in his discovery of the world’s first computer
programmable manuscript that not only contained all the jig-saw puzzle pieces for
the nation’s crime mystery of the century at Ayers Rock but also produced the
blueprints for dozens of other child murder conspiracies from Samantha Knight to
Jaidyn Leskie and a Bible of news-sensation crimes all of which were designed to
shock the nation and were related to The-Biggie surprise news sensation at Ayers
Rock - which allowed the nation’s two major media-barons not only to create the
news but also cash in on the news created whilst dividing and distracting
Australians and standing over the nation whilst they gobbled up more ownership of
Australia’s Media/Information Industry assets forcing us to accept their corporate
supremacy like the highway robbery of the banks and the disdain of the top end of
town - newly emerging upper-class who could kick the hell out of the middle class
whilst creating a new poor and an underclass marginalised by the wealth-gap whilst
they could play one major political party off against the other and swap and change
political sides whenever they deemed fit and push Australia towards a Republic to
set up a new-era Australia that would effectively be the same Australia today only
with the unmovable Senate removed/wiped out - opening up the way for political-
dictatorship with Murdoch/Packer the prime movers and the real emperors behind
the throne at the expense of privatising the national commonsense despite the recent
John Elliott protestation(s) that we are a nation of stupid insular people despite fact
he - Elliott got off a $66million fraud due to a "flukish" technicality re an NCA
investigation. All the evidence for the above is presented in a two-hundred page
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brief summary which is a brief summary of over 25,000 pages of evidence. This
submission presents a shorter version of that brief
summary.

Although I am not Steven’s next of kin I would very much like to have a copy of the
full Autopsy Report for inclusion in my research material/submissions and would
prefer to sidestep having to approach Steven’s next of kin through his girlfriend for
a copy of their copy. Short of this - at least a copy of brief summary of the Autopsy-
Report would help.

Although there are no apparent external signs of anything supicious in Steven’s
death and internal signs may or may not point to suspiciousness - one thing for sure
is that Steven did not die of his own vomit out of natural causes as he would have
had to have lost control of his faculties/bodily functions whilst vomitting to choke to
death on his vomit.

PLEASE REFER SIX-PAGES ATTACHED TO THIS THREE PAGE LETTER
AND COVER-PAGE TO DARREN AT FRONT COUNTER IN TODAY’S TEN-
PAGE FAX WHICH ARE SIX REFERENCE LETTERS OUT OF 330-PLUS
REPLIES IN RESPONSE TO OVER SEVENTY SUBMISSIONS TO
33-INQUIRIES OVER PAST 13-YEARS. Please also note that the person who
informed me of Steven’s death - Dennis Holliday almost ended up in the morgue
after dying twice for two-minutes in Royal Prince Alfred Hospital mid last year and
had to undergo an emergency major stomach operation after hospital error was
made whilst trying to save his life. He had also been under severe criminal pressure
and I had shortly before his near death experience won a case for him earning him a
pardon from the Governor General.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter c/- PO Glebe NSW 2037.
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Professor John Hilton: Director  - NSW Institute of Forensic Medicine
Coroner’s Court Glebe NSW 2037    Fax: 9552 6394
                                                                                       Friday 7th May 1999

Dear Professor Hilton,

Thank you for your letter of 15th March and for passing on to the NSW State
Coroner the first fax of ten pages concerning Steven Nibblet’s death faxed on Friday
12th March which I had asked Darren at the front counter to pass on to staff
handling Steven Nibblet’s autopsy and as well to you.

Please note that there are others besides myself for whose welfare I am concerned
and that I have devoted almost the latter half of my submission to the Productivity
Commission’s Media-Inquiry under the STEVEN NIBBLET section which begins
with my reply to your letter in ten page fax as mentioned above.

A copy of my submission I will be sending to you and autopsy staff through Darren
at front counter saving me mailing it which I hope you will copy and pass on that
copy to Mr Derrick Hand - NSW State Coroner.

Whilst I know very little about forensic science my forte is criminal investigation
particularly regarding the high degree of sophistication behind criminal intent and
modus operandi and the growth industry of criminal-corruption bursting at the
seams in the community and the maze of underground grapevine-networks that
organise and co-ordinate it all - all of it coroporate sector driven and Federal State
and Local Council bureaucracry enhanced.

In the case of Steven Nibblet’s death - I have ample evidence pointing towards
suspicious death being the natural New-Age therapy for his political incorrectness
through being trapped in the middle of a nasty situation many times much more
bigger than himself. It would have taken a huge-fluke of astronomical proportions
for him to have died through non-suspicious causes under the circumstances and
timing of his death in the bigger-game he was involved in - that I have presented.
This raises the possibility of equal flukish odds of a cover-up in the Forensic
laboratories at Glebe Institute for a variety of possible reasons - one for example
being that NSW Police have more investigations than they can cope with and are
stretched to the limit and that even if the suspiciousness of Steven’s death was raised
the likelihood of getting to the bottom of it was considered too remote and put in the
too hard basket.
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Another example could be that the sinister influence of Murdoch/Packer had
reached into the Forensic Laboratories at Glebe Institute and a cover-up instigated
not out of any malice or spite or unethical motive on the part of forensic staff - but
simply because there are corrupt forces at work able to make them do what they
normally wouldn’t do - to save themselves or those close to them from a lot of grief
misery and nasty detriments down the track. Any rewards that may have been used
as a sweetener - in this case could be regarded as not being a desired reward but
instead a symbolic token acceptance to allay the fears of the Invisible Almighty(s) of
loose ends existing.

Then there is the other prospect of odious rampant small-time corruption uncovered
by NSW ICAC not all that long ago at Glebe Forensic Institute in the Morgue
section did not go far enough to uncover Autopsy cover-ups and instead turned a
blind-eye to the major-stuff where the big pay-offs/rewards/sweeteners were leading
NSW ICAC to exorcise the small time stuff ushering in a new era of higher level
rampant corruption of the major league variety with NSW ICAC giving Glebe
Forensic Institute a new squeaky clean start to operate behind. The possibility of an
Autopsy cover-up is strengthened by fact there has been a media/political cover-up
of my Parliamentary evidence.

Now as you were in charge of Glebe Forensic Institute at the time of the NSW ICAC
Inquiry that uncovered the rampant corruption at Glebe Morgue namely the
pilfering of valuables and cash from the the dead - and you were by all reports
including your own - totally unaware of what was going on with regards this
unsavoury behaviour because there was a network of corrupt morgue staff who
were able to successfully standover other morgue staff who knew what was going on
but were too intimidated to alert you as to what was going on - this does not instil
any confidence in me regards yourself if you wanted me to forgo entertaining
observance of all the possibilities surrounding Steven Nibblet’s surprise unexpected
death and any autopsy report finding nothing suspicious.

However to help arrive at the truth the evidence of my 70-plus submissions
to 34-Inquiry’s extends to Glebe Forensic Institute the protection of all my
Parliamentary evidence if it was the case Steven Nibblet’s Autopsy was corrupted
and the Institute self-exposed it which at the same time brought my Parliamentary
evidence to public attention - this will thus give the Institute a perfectly clean slate
by checkmating the nation’s two major media barons who had forced the Institute
to "slap-itself-in-the-face-with-its-own-hand" and also
by bringing to the nation’s attention the solution to the Chamberlain case with
Mrs Joy Kuhl’s Glebe Forensic Institute tests as well of those of Professor Cameron
also vindicated.

This offer only extends for as long as nothing untoward occurs to myself or the
several tons of manuscripts/research material stored here near Glebe Post Office -
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half a mile from the Institute bearing in mind that the Institute has a Post Office
box at Glebe Post Office and I have received and sent 99 per cent of my mail over
past 20 years through Glebe Post Office.

THE CHAMBERLAIN CASE IS AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MATTER.
HERE - THE EVIDENCE I PRESENTED FULLY SUPPORTED MRS JOY
KUHL’S FORENSIC TESTS ON CHAMBERLAIN’S CAR WHICH SHE DID AT
GLEBE’S FORENSIC INSTITUTE.

Mr Chamberlain’s world-first computer programmable manuscript produced a
novel presenting the script for the Azaria-Conspiracy. All the forensic-evidence of
Mrs Chamberlain cutting Azaria’s throat in the car provided by Mrs Joy Kuhl’s
forensic tests and Professor Cameron’s tests on Azaria’s jump-suit and Dr Brown
The Adelaide Orthodontist’s evidence -  were fully supported by those sections of
Mr Chamberlain’s world-first novel/script which outlined and detailed Mrs
Chamberlain’s cut-throat crime in the car and the concealing of Azaria’s corpse in
the eski in car rear and stuffing of Mr Chamberlain’s emptied camera case on the
floor in front of his seat with the sheets and cloths used to wipe up any of the visible
mess of blood on and around the front passenger seat Mrs Chamberlain sat in to
commit the crime - at night in a car with black upholstery and with tinted windows
and with direct access to the rear of the car from the inside as the car was a
hatchback.

MR CHAMBERLAIN’S WORLD-FIRST NOVEL/SCRIPT ALSO PRESENTED
PLAN-A AND PLAN-B OF THE CONSPIRACY’S COVER-UP OF AZARIA’S
MURDER.

Plan-A applied if Chamberlains and co-conspirator cohorts at the crime-scene had
succeeded to burn the tent and tent-contents at Ayers Rock - as this would have
allowed them later to have the car burnt-out after returning to Mt Isa.
Chamberlains claimed that they wanted to have their tent burnt so they would
eliminate the painful reminder of what occurred to Azaria for the sake of their
remaining two sons. Eliminating painful reminders to reduce the trauma of their
two son’s reaction to the fate of their little sister also meant getting rid of all painful
reminders - not just getting rid of some. This plausible reason was the perfect excuse
to get rid of all painful reminders - the tent and bloodied tent contents and later on
through an indirect method ensuring the car ended-up burnt out with finger of
blame pointed towards those who viewed Chamberlains as guilty and had a grudge
against them tied up with historical discrimination
against fervent fundamentalist christian believers like themselves.
Plan-B had to be implemented as the Northern Territory police took Chamberlain’s
tent away just before they were going to have it burnt for them by the Alice Springs
Seventh Day Adventist minister whom church leaders had sent with his wife to
assist the Chamberlains in their hour of tragedy after news broke. The Conspiracy
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was thus prevented from organising the burn-out of Chamberlain’s car afterwards
later on down the proverbial track. Instead the car was deliberately lost track of by
Chamberlains after it had been sent for repairs after a small accident that occurred
when Mr Chamberlain was driving it alone after he ran into the rear of a car ahead
of him at slow speed.

Even Chamberlains didn’t know where it was - forcing the Northern Territory
Police to begin a much publicised national search for Chamberlain’s car which took
Northern Territory police six months to find it.

MR CHAMBERLAIN’S WORLD-FIRST NOVEL/SCRIPT ALSO LISTED ALL
THOSE THINGS THEY COULD CLAIM AT ANY COURT TRIAL THAT
EVENTUATED TO GIVE NATURAL EXPLANATIONS FOR BLOOD TO BE IN
THE CAR THOUGH NOT NEO-NATAL BLOOD AND OTHER THINGS THAT
COULD HAVE BEEN CONFUSED WITH BLOOD. THOSE CLAIMS WERE AS
FOLLOWS:

Their two sons had had nose bleeds through bumping into the windscreen or
dashboard when they were in the front passenger seat and they were driving on
bumpy country roads or Mr Chamberlain had to suddenly apply the brakes.

Their car had regularly been used as a first aid station with a first-aid kit in the
glovebox in the console near the passenger front seat and many cuts had been
treated there.

A passenger’s head-wound had dripped blood whilst he laid out on the back seat
after being involved in an accident.

There was also red car rust in the car and red sound deadener spray forming an
arterial spray pattern similar to that formed by human cut artery spray. There was
also spilt coca cola and caramel milk shake inside the car.

MR CHAMBERLAIN HAD THE REQUIRED RARE EXPERTISE TO
DISCOVER THE WORLD-FIRST NOVEL/SCRIPT AND WHAT HE
DISCOVERED PRODUCED A MANUSCRIPT CONTAINING THE CRIME
BLUEPRINT FOR A WORLD-FIRST CHILD-CRIME THAT HAD TO OCCUR
AT AYERS ROCK AND COULD NOT HAVE OCCURRED ANYWHERE ELSE
ON EARTH EXCEPT AT AYERS ROCK.

I do not have to prove Mr Chamberlain had the required rare expertise to discover
what I claim he discovered because by his own admittance he admitted to having
that rare expertise believing it to be almost negligible that anyone else could uncover
his secret discovery. I also do not have to prove that my presentation of Mr
Chamberlain’s world-first novel/script was the source of inspiration for the crime-
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conspiracy because it is complete and self-sufficient and self revelatory upon the
reader reading it and because it does not rely on individual interpretation as it is all
in plain simple English that leaves no mistake about what it is.

The two-words of the name AYERS ROCK were the beginning of Mr
Chamberlain’s ten word key-card which was the secret of his world-first Ayers Rock
computer programmable novel manuscript. The ten-word key-card he used was
AYERS ROCK NORTHERN TERRITORY CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE WORLD UNIVERSE. Brief summary of the solution
to the Azaria mystery is presented in a 30-page read which also briefly presents Mr
Chamberlain’s world first discovery which was a computer programmable
manuscript that was produced literally speaking by Ayers Rock for Ayers Rock.
Senator Natasha Stott Despoja knows all about it.

Yours sincerely,
Tony Paynter c/- PO Glebe Sydney NSW 2037

                  STEVEN NIBBLET

Steven Nibblet and I were friends for past seventeen years. There were quite a few
photographs I had taken of him at his mother’s Glebe Housing Commission home
that included some profile art-shots. The central point in Glebe linking us was
Badde Manors cafe. At one time he used to live above the cafe as does his long-time
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girlfriend now at present. It was outside Badde Manors that I had a conversation
with him shortly before his death.

We were close mates who in latter years became split-up whilst keeping contact -
with Steven at intermittent times dropping in on me and giving me his latest contact
address as well as kept informed by mutual friends all of whom had become
gradually ostracised in varying degrees of the full ostracism I was lumped with in
Glebe Cafe society circles.

Over past five years Steven began becoming a moving-target travelling around
outside Sydney and sometimes interstate returning at times back to his stamping
ground. This ostracism was enforced by criminal vendetta under the auspices of
Lindy Chamberlain/Tim Anderson - Academics For Justice.

Two crimes that occurred to friends of mine and Steven Nibblet’s were the iron bar
bashing of a long time Badde Manors Cafe employee in the cafe itself by a Prisoner’s
Action Group crim operative and the baseball bat bashing of an artist and regular
customer of the Cafe in broad daylight in Glebe Point Road outside Russell’s Health
Foods not far from the cafe. The Badde Manors Cafe regular customer and once-
upon-a-time friend of Steven Nibblet who was applying all the sinister pressure up
close and personal and had connections to Glebe Housing Estate Prisoner’s Action
Group and who was behind these two crimes was the operative of Chamberlain’s
closest journalist Sydney Morning Herald Chief-reporter and former army officer
Malcolm Brown. This operative was a freelance journalist and long time Glebe local
resident who has lived in Glebe Housing Estate for past twenty years. For years he
used the female christian name GAIL and BRENNAN surname as his pseudonym.

He was very close to the crim who had stolen the police badge which was used to set-
up the TRG-Police shooting of Darren Brennan and it was the Brennan’s but not
Darren who had baseball bat bashed the artist who once-upon-a-time had been a
close friend of Gail Brennan’s - real name John Clare. This bashing was widely
reported in the news during Darren Brennan TRG Inquiry.

Dennis Holliday mentioned in first fax who nearly died twice in Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital mid last year lived for ten years up until recently in same Housing
Commission block and next door to Malcolm Brown’s journalist-operative John
Clare/Gail Brennan who now appears on Fox TV. Dennis who has lived in Glebe
nearly all his life slid into a deep chasm after constant criminal pressure made him a
virtual prisoner in his own bedsit and for several months was evicted by crim-
operatives who forced him to live on the street. He had grown up with the Brennan’s
and other crim bad lads though he was not part of their circle. Steven Nibblet &
Dennis Holliday were Glebites who had known
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Glebite journo John Clare/Gail Brennan a long time. This journo became a thorn in
all our sides with his sinister undertone directives mainly through Badde Manors
cafe where he was a regular customer also - and criminally assisted outside pressure.

Darren Brennan was the one person in the Brennan Family I was most friendly
with. His father Nookie Brennan was often in my face as well as a host of local crims
who were applying the sinister pressure. Nookie even was reprieved by concocted
unbelievable miraculous evidence in relation to the shooting of an UItimo newsagent
and released from jail to re-take up his position in Glebe Housing Estate to continue
the underhanded shenanigans of the vendetta campaign against my 33-Inquiry
evidence submissions totalling seventy-plus
over past 13-years preceeded by a four year research run-up.

I was also conversant with Mrs Gundy’s son as well as many local aboriginal youth
most on the wrong side of the tracks. Mrs Gundy and parents of other aboriginal
youth were also in the picture. Mrs Gundy was a student of Aboriginal Tranby
College in Glebe when Tim Anderson was a lecturer there and had a Post Office box
quite close to mine at Glebe Post Office.

The Darren Brennan TRG-Police shooting occurred in Glebe Housing Commission
Estate opposite Glebe Police Station just down the road from Glebe Post Office out
of which I have operated past twenty years. Steven Nibblet was a Glebe-boy who
was a gentle person enmeshed in the Glebe Scene and knew the Brennans and other
crim families tied in with the Brennans.

At that time up until about five years ago Prisoner’s Action Group was situated on
Glebe Point Road almost directly opposite Glebe Post Office and directly opposite
the newsagency where I picked up four-newspapers daily on prepaid fortnightly
account. A retired Darcy Dugan was the figurehead stationed there. Frank Packer
had been Darcy Dugan’s benefactor. He had introduced him to Shakespeare which
equipped Dugan with the ability to quote Shakespeare.

The evidence I submitted to Darren Brennan TRG Inquiry and Gundy Hearing
proved that both were victims of preplanned deliberate shootings and that Darren
Brennan did just enough to save himself from attempted murder and David Gundy
just failed to do enough to save himself. Both victims had reacted to avoid being
killed having realised their deaths were imminent. If it wasn’t for the door-frame
Darren Brennan would have been dead with his head blown off and if the ONE-
Pellet that hit David Gundy’s heart had have missed - David Gundy would be alive
today. In both cases - there were no visual witnesses to the respective shootings. It
was the police’s word against both victims. Brennan was on his own alone with his
dog and Gundy was with others but they did not see what had occurred between the
policeman with the shotgun and Gundy.
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What both victims had in common was that both were not the targets of the police
raids and the targets were not present at the time of the raids. The targets were in
Darren Brennan’s case other members of the Brennan family particularly Nookie
Brennan and in David Gundy’s case - a crim named Porter who totally unlike David
Gundy had dreadlocks and had a short time prior Gundy-shooting shot two police
in Ultimo-Pyrmont. On his escape he had run up past Badde Manors Cafe and used
a phone at Horse Stables situated almost next door to John Clare/Gail Brennan and
Dennis Holliday’s Housing Commission block not far from Badde Manors.

DARREN BRENNAN COULD NOT HAVE GRABBED THE SHOTGUN AS
POLICE ALLEGED AND BEEN SHOT IN THE FACE THROUGH THE DOOR
AND DOOR FRAME. IT MEANT
(1) THE SPACE BETWEEN THE DOOR AND DOOR FRAME HAD TO
HAVE BEEN VERY TINY - AND
(2) IF HE HAD GRABBED THE SHOTGUN HE HAD TO HAVE USED        HIS
RIGHT HAND TO GRAB IT PULLING IT TOWARDS HIMSELF       WHILST
AT SAME TIME WITH HIS LEFT ARM/HAND AND BODY       PUSH THE
DOOR TOWARDS THE DOOR FRAME IN THE              DIRECTION OF THE
POLICEMAN THEREBY CLOSING THE DOOR ON HIS ARM/HAND. HE HAD
TO HAVE DONE THESE TWO OPPOSING THINGS AT THE ONE TIME. THE
POLICEMAN HAD A BIG WEIGHT ADVANTAGE IN FULL BATTLE DRESS
GEAR WHILST BRENNAN WAS UNDRESSED AND ON THE SLIM SIDE.
WHILST DARREN BRENNAN COULD ONLY HAVE GRABBED THE
SHOTGUN  WITH ONE HAND - THE POLICEMAN HAD BOTH HANDS
HOLDING THE SHOTGUN WHICH WAS THE SHORT-TYPE USED FOR
TIGHT-SPACE WORK WHICH WOULD HAVE MADE IT VERY DIFFICULT
FOR ANYONE TO GRAB IT - AND GAVE THE POLICEMAN GREATER
CONTROL OVER THE WEAPON IF             SOMEONE HAD GRABBED IT.

If it had been the other way around - i.e. Brennan had both hands on the shotgun
and the policeman only had one hand on it that being his trigger hand - then
Brennan may very well have accidentally ended up being shot - but that would have
meant that it would have been impossible for him to have been shot through the
door and doorframe.

AND DAVID GUNDY COULD NOT HAVE GRABBED THE SHOTGUN AND
BEEN SHOT WITH A SHOT THAT HAD SPRAYED QUITE A LOT AS IT HAD
DONE AND KILLED WITH ONE STRAY PELLET DISTANT FROM THE
OTHER PELLETS WHICH COULD NOT HAVE KILLED HIM ON THEIR
OWN.

The facts of both cases made a mockery of the police defence which in both cases
was that both Darren Brennan and David Gundy had effectively shot themselves
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through grabbing the shotgun. This defence implied that both harboured a latent
"SUICIDE-BY-COP" death-wish which was a complete nonsense.

Both victims had been set-up by those around them in league with corrupt police
leading the raids as they were not particularly interested in accomodating criminal
activity and thus secretly viewed to be traitors and because their intended murders
would wash away a lot of the sins of those who were supposed to have been the real
targets. In general terms - it supported the betrayal of the community interest and
destruction of the social fabric. My submissions to Darren Brennan TRG-Inquiry
and David Gundy Hearings towards end of Royal Commission Into Aboriginal
Deaths In Custody under Commissioner Wootten earnt me TWENTY-TWO Letters
of reply - 15 and 7 respectively.

Three months prior the Darren Brennan shooting - there was a lot of build-up of
criminal activity against me and those around me on the part of Glebe Housing
estate crims linked to the Brennans. An aged pensioner was severely bashed and
a young man was severely stabbed during this period. Death trap set-ups of which
there were dozens over the years were being primed for my shooting death. Steven
Nibblet also knew both the persons who had been severely attacked.

Two police attached to Darren Brennan TRG Inquiry had visited me and tried to
denigrate and goad me into giving them an excuse to arrest me in a struggle with
quite possibly a shooting in mind. They had threatened me whilst ordering me to
stop further submissions. They arrived with unreserved praise for my submissions to
get invited into my flatette whereupon they did a sudden about face revealing
themselves to be angels with evil intent playing a sick-joke on me. A combination of
lucky factors saved me from accomodating them - allowing me to stand my ground
and maintain self-control. There was a second attempt by two Flemington detectives
who tried at office of Glebe Postmaster Andrea Seas.
            Kiah Jeanes Glebe Baby Murder Conspiracy

The Kiah Jeanes mysterious/bizarre homebirth baby-death which occurred in
Mosman and for which a NSW State Coronial Inquiry was held delivering an OPEN
FINDING was directly linked to Glebe Cafe Society. This was an Azaria-related
baby murder which was used to help galvanise the Chamberlain Innocence
campaign against me here at my end in Glebe. This baby-murder
featured quite a lot on Channel Nine’s - A Current Affair and a Sydney Morning
Herald - Good Weekend magazine as well as receiving a lot of news coverage. Her
father was a long time employee of Forest Lodge Cafe and he and his wife were
students at the School of Natural Therapies very close to Badde Manors Cafe. Quite
a few in their group did adverts for tv and a penthouse pet was nearly always there
as well as musos and artists and uni-students all of whom were part of the Glebe
Cafe Society clique under the umbrella of Academics for Justice -
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Lindy & Tim Anderson Innocence campaigners. Journalist John Clare was also a
central figure. The operative who ran a computer/fax centre for many years now
works for the Glebe Chamber of Commerce.

Steven Nibblet was a key-witness caught in the middle of all this - too. The murder
of Kiah Jeanes was based on a photographic trick - as the evidence against the
parents was self provided due to a home-made video of the "homebirth-gone-
wrong" all in the name of New-Age Mystique. As I was slap bang in the middle of it
encircled by those involved in the baby murder conspiracy a lot of pressure was
brought to bear on me under the Lindy Innocence campaign banner which had
criminal back-up through Glebe Prisoner’s Action Group especially before and after
the "Evil-Angels" movie
and Chamberlain’s compensation payout and Mrs Chamberlain’s autobiography
and the third and last Coronial Inquiry In the Northern Territory.

BEFORE ROYAL COMMISSION INTO CHAMBERLAIN CONVICTIONS
I had completed four years of research and had received six letters of reply from
Professor Cameron - one letter from David Yallop author of "In God’s Name" and
another letter from him later on as well - and four letters from the Northern
Territory Police. After an article about me by Chamberlain’s closest journalist
Malcolm Brown fed by local jounalist John Clare and a threatening letter from
Malcolm Brown signed in red-ink ordering me to stop working on my research the
first murder attempt death trap set-ups began to occur.

This forced me to move into a small bedsit at 2/10 Short Street very near to Glebe
Forensic Laboratories where Chamberlain car tests were done giving me the
psychological-advantage.

DURING CHAMBERLAIN’S ROYAL COMMISSION INTO THEIR
CONVICTIONS Ray Martin and Michael Willesee began becoming regular patrons
of a well-known Pier One restaurant and started to promote it. Neddy Smith who
was a regular patron with many of his cronies including his lawyer Val Bellamy and
who had close ties with the restaurant management was used
to apply criminal standover pressure. Neddy Smith also had links with Glebe
Prisoner’s Action group and many crim-families - housed in Glebe Housing Estate.

On Monday 3rd May this year - Neddy Smith had to face Glebe Coroner’s Court
accused of being hired by his lawyer Val Bellamy to carry out a contract killing in
his home on a drug dealer/model Mark Johnston on 1st September 1986 - for
whom Bellamy was holding $60,000.00 in trust and which he used to pay Smith.
It was alleged that Smith kicked his victim into submission then garrotted him and
disposed of the body as yet never found.

At the time of this murder Smith and Bellamy were very regular patrons of the
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Harbour Watch Pier One restaurant where I worked as  a waiter to fund my
research and submissions to Royal Commission Into Chamberlain Convictions.
After being repeatedly death-threatened  - I was sacked with my name denigrated
through a rigged-matter. After being out of work for over a year I was brought back
for a short time through heavy criminal pressure to work for the restaurant
manager who opened a restaurant at Pier One directly below the one above - where
we originally were. And of course Neddy Smith wanted his revenge. They had a
kitchen hand artist with kids there they were threatening to kill if I didn’t comply.
There was also a "planted-waitress" who became my team-mate whose boyfriend
was a bikie - both directly connected to those involved in the Milperra Massacre. I
had backed them off killing the kitchenhand putting myself on the line.
Murdoch/Packer had bigger plans.

The second chef was murdered instead. His death became a world exclusive news
story that hung on in the news for over six months. His hand had been cut off with
his chef’s knife on his day off whilst at home with the knife embedded in his heart. It
was promoted as an occult self-inflicted death. There’s a whole lot of story that goes
with this that is mind-boggling. Before this murder the restaurant had a New Year’s
Eve television link-up with England and hosted a big night for film stars at which
there was the super-vicious bashing of a woman in a discreet stairwell who was
lucky to be alive.

By this sinister method of proving by management that Neddy Smith had the
impunity and immunity to make whatever nasty shit he wanted to happen happen
in conjunction with another extremely nasty sacking I was finally evicted not just
from the restaurant but also from the entire restaurant-industry with the backing of
Kerry Packer’s Ray Martin/Mike Willesee who were involved in the Chamberlain
tv-interview media deals.

I was soon after this evicted along with all other tenants except one - the lesbian bus
driver - from my Short Street bedsit near Glebe Forensic Laboratory. The Forest
Lodge Cafe where the father of Kiah Jeanes worked was also close. The biggest
owner of ethnic newspapers in Australia named Skalkos was based in Glebe in
Glebe Point Road opposite Sydney University very close to Badde Manors Cafe. He
was very close to the Greek owner and management of the Pier One restaurants
where I used to work and he was a very regular patron.

With his mate Katsikaros at Hookers Real Estate agency and a clique of Greek
businessmen in Glebe including the Louie & Theo Morris family who had close links
with Joh Bjelke Petersen he established the direct link between myself and Kerry
Packer & Murdoch behind the scenes. This clique of Glebe Greek businessmen also
had close links with Kings Cross crim Greek businessmen who were often in the
news in relation to NSW ICAC and  NSW Police Royal Commission investigations.
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One of the big things they were using against me was the fact that though I was of
Greek extraction I was absurdly using an Anglo/Aussie pseudonym. This was due to
fact my mother was born here. I was born here. My father had served in New
Guinea and I had served in Vietnam. Assisting in this endeavour were the other
Real Estate Agencies particularly Raine and Horne. The agency in Broadway I had
been renting from had closed down and left Glebe. Through a cold-shoulder from
Real Estate agencies regarded as the "ogre-against Lindy" I was shunted into the
arms of Raine and Horne who in turn shunted me into one of ten cheap one
bedroom flattetes in a Bridge Road terrace where I had a welcoming committee of
recently released Long Bay crims connected to Glebe Prisoner’s Action Group and
its resident figurehead Darcy Dugan. I was placed right next to a fundamentalist
christian Uni student. Half the residents were crim operatives on friendly terms with
the fundamentalist christian.

The other residents were two war veterans - a middle aged pensioner woman - a
young woman - and myself. The young woman was scared off forced to live
elsewhere hardly ever living in her room too frightened to be a witness. The rest of
the residents were repeatedly bashed and robbed. One of the war veterans was
pemanently hospitalised. I had to put up with violent confrontations and from being
death trapped in the house with the crims living there having outside back
-up. Raine and Horne covered-up all the goings on treating the residents as senile
and myself as an idiot/twit and defending the crims as really "good-guys" who
deserved a break.

The one controlling them all was an ex-crim who had a job but who knew all the
crims personally was organising all the sinister action in league with the
fundamentalist christian. When a young girl servicing the crims was taken out in a
body bag through being slipped a cocktail of drugs they had proved that whilst they
hadn’t gotten me they could still prove that they could "do it!" and get away with it.

Raine and Horne sold the house to an English feminist who slowly noisily converted
the place into a Backpacker’s hostel over several years by which time I ended up
being the last local to still be living there. She had tried to force me to move into the
tiniest room in which one could hardly fit a bed and to store my manuscripts in her
storeroom. As it was a Backpacker’s Hostel she only had to give me 24 hour’s notice.
She was trying to standover me to do it whilst at same time the Real Estate agents of
Glebe weren’t interested in renting me anything except for two places both of which
had previous tenants who had died in those flattetes both of whom had died from
natural causes and both of whom I knew.

To save myself and a ton of submissions/research material from skid-row
I moved into a house very close to Glebe Police Station very close to where Darren
Brennan was shot.  It came to be through good luck or bad fortune depending on
how you look at it to end up being a guest of someone whom I met in the TAB - who
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had the lease to a Housing Commission THREE-BEDROOM terrace living there on
his own and had just had a kidney transplant. It later transpired that his wife and
kids had raced off to a women’s refuge and that she was a Seventh Day Adventist
who knew other Seventh Day Adventists in Glebe Housing Commission Estate. My
move to this address meant that I lost my place on the Waiting List as I could not
give the Housing Department the address as I was unofficially living here. I have
been here now seven years.

Two sons of one of the Glebe Greek businessmen with whom I’ve been close for
many years -  were the main victims of the Glebe High School bashings which
received a lot of news attention for a very long time and was the incident that led to
big-moves by NSW Govt to try to put a stop to that sort of thing.

Other Glebe persons whom I knew became victims of other crimes that also featured
in many news stories as well. The house became a violent battleground in which a
long line of third persons especially those with criminal records who became guests
of the leaseholder became volatile assisted with outside criminal help running
campaigns against me from inside and outside the house. During the time when I
was submitting to the Northern Territory’s Third Coronial Inquiry into the Azaria
Question I had to move several tons of manuscripts/research material elsewhere so I
could remove the offender who had become violently offensive with outside crim
help and had beaten up the leaseholder.
Around that time the arson murder of a Greek woman and two of her children in
Glebe Housing Commission Estate whom I knew occurred at the end of a long line
of similar murders in Housing Commission Estates throughout Western Sydney.
This led to the March 1996 Housing Commission Amnesty at which time the
leaseholder officially listed me with the Housing Department as living here. A year
ago the last of the series of nasty third persons left. The NSW Housing Minister
whom I wrote to at that time reinstated me on the Waiting List backdated to when I
first applied in November 1987.

After being on welfare for past twelve years operating below the poverty-line
starting off with unemployment benefits then placed on disability support pension
and for past three years on War Veteran’s pension due to "personality disorder"
I have had to run the tortoise’s race against the hare.

Social worker Michelle Gravolin at Glebe Community Care Centre - phone number
85 85 5000 is fully informed of my public housing situation and knows the hugely
insecure position I am in and has recently helped sort out a temporary solution for
me with NSW Housing Department which should give me some respite once a letter
arrives that Housing Dept had agreed to send.

NSW Housing Department had me tied-up in a catch-22 situation. If I stayed where
I was as a guest of leaseholder I was regarded as having non-urgent housing status.
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If I was to apply for my own accomodation I would  then  be regarded as having
emergency housing status at which time I would have to accept a one bedroom
bedsit out of Glebe with no room for my several tons of manuscripts/research
material nor a yard for my dog as well as losing the security I had built up for
myself in Glebe. If I stayed where I was as a guest of leaseholder then as I had been
on Waiting List eleven years - I would lose my place on the Waiting List if I didn’t
apply for my own accomodation.

I have also asked Michelle Gravolin to be present at an interview I have with
Consultant Psychiatrist Dr Anthony Dinnen in Bondi Junction - phone number
(02) 9387 6161 at 11.30am Thursday 17th June related to my appeal against a
Veterans’  Affairs decision. The assessment is that I have a Paranoid Personality
Disorder. Through my appeal I am contesting Dr Dinnen’s assessment. My
assessment is that my Personality Disorder is unusual behaviour in response to
abnormal pressures and that if I didn’t respond in the unorthodox way that I am
then I wouldn’t be normal. If the abnormal pressures were removed then I could
return to orthodox behaviour. Michelle has since informed me that she is not able to
be at my interview with Dr Dinnen.

Henry Wittenberg who is self-employed running his own advertising agency
Ad-land Marketing has volunteered to accompany me to and from the interview and
be present with me at the interview with Dr Dinnen. My own assessment is that I am
not Paranoid and instead suffer from anxiety that is highly-justifiable through being
in a nasty catch 22-trap - all of which has been presented to
Dr Dinnen and Veterans’ Affairs in a 100-page document which I was going to give
to Michelle Gravolin to read for the interview with Dr Dinnen - 36-pages of which
she has already read.  A few more pages are being added to this document.

The murder of Glebe Policeman Peter Forsyth in Ultimo a year ago was related to
the murder of two-police in Pyrmont/Ultimo by Porter. It achieved two things for
those behind them.  It made two big saves.

(1) It saved the two Bondi Police at the RONI-LEVI Derrick Hand  NSW
     Coronial Inquiry especially when Mrs Forsyth gave her support to them.

(2) It saved Glebe Housing Estate Boxing Gym from closure. Just before the
      murder NSW Housing Minister Craig Knowles had decided to close the gym
      which has close links to Prisoner’s Action Group also in Glebe Housing
      Commission Estate. Peter Forsyth had been playing touch football in
      Wentworth Park near Glebe Estate Boxing Gym shortly before his murder.
      John McColl who runs the gym had sent local youths who trained there to
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      help look for the killer who may have been hiding in Glebe’s vast Housing
      Commission Estate as a show of community goodwill. Almost as soon as Peter
      Forsyth’s murder occurred Craig Knowles reversed his decision to close the
      gym.

It is also important to note that -

(1) Lachlan Murdoch had been training at Glebe Housing Estate Boxing Gym in
     the time prior the murder. One would have thought Murdoch’s money could
     easily have prevented Glebe Estate Boxing Gym from being threatened with
     closure.

(2) the killer made sure he was captured whilst he was on the phone talking to a
     Daily Telegraph journalist to make sure he wasn’t set up to be shot during
     arrest.

The perfect timing was too perfect. His murder made two big saves AT THE ONE
TIME. The Roni-Levi cops had gotten off and Glebe Estate Boxing Gym was saved
from closure.

If evidence which was withheld from the Coronial Inquiry by Internal Affairs Police
investigators concerning the two police who fired the shots that killed Roni Levi had
been provided to the NSW Coronial Inquiry - then the outcome of the Roni Levi
Coronial Inquiry may well have been different.

My evidence submission on Frenchman Roni Levi Bondi-Beach police shooting was
submitted to Senator Natasha Stott Despoja and later NSW ICAC. This evidence
proved Roni Levi was criminally pressured into a media organised police-publicity
stunt in which he was assured the police would fire into the sand in front of him and
over his head - but Roni Levi did not trust the arrangement through being
criminally pressured into compromising his principles and this sort of thing being
against his gentle nature and out of character for him placing him in a dilemna with
no one to turn to. Roni Levi did the barest-minimum of what was prearranged that
he do - doing just enough to comply whilst also doing not enough of what he was to
supposed to do in a bid to keep the police honest - to force them to do what was
agreed they would do all arranged through intermediaries in the conspiracy
surrounding a media/police rigged stunt.

    TWELVE IMPORTANT FACTS OF THE RONI LEVI CASE

Twelve  facts of the Roni Levi case all of which point to a corrupt senior media-
police conspiracy - adding up to evidence proving this was the case - are as follows.
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(1) Roni Levi was a media-person freelance magazine/newspaper
     photographer who had a spectacular portfolio of high quality work in France
    and England where he met his Australian Melbourne wife.
(2) In the six years he had been living in Australia his career as a freelance
      magazine/newspaper photographer was going nowhere. He was under
      enormous criminal pressure which was connected to a court case in
      Melbourne  involving counterfeit T-shirts sold at the Australian Grand Prix.
      A shady Sydney crim-heavy who supplied the counterfeit T-shirts was
      standing over him over the matter.
(3) He was friends with many Bondi journalists and TV film & movie script
      writers of TV police dramas many of which were filmed at Bondi beach and
      which involved scenes like the one Roni Levi was in when he was shot.
      IN FACT MANY WITNESSES THOUGHT UP UNTIL THE TIME HE
      WAS SHOT THAT THE DRAMA WAS ONLY A REHEARSAL FOR A
      TV-FILM SHOOT.
    He also lived in a Bondi flat just around the corner from Bondi Police Station.
    The two police who shot him also socialised a lot in Bondi.
(4) The Sun Herald journalist jogger who happened to be jogging past at the time
     also was able to write an exclusive front page story on the Roni Levi police
      shooting in time for the Sunday paper the next day.
(5) The freelance commercial photographer who took the now famous snapshot of
      Roni Levi a second before he was shot happened to be a Frenchman just like
      Roni Levi. The photographer was not interviewed by police and instead
      he "forced" police to interview him on the tip of the tail-end of the witnesses.
     This had allowed him to run off paparazzi-like to cut a deal with the media
      over his  amazing  exclusive snapshots. A key witness was also French like
      Roni Levi.
(6) The brother of one of the two police who shot Roni Levi was  a media agent
     and thus managed the two police’s dealings with the media. All three had also
     been long time friends.

Note: it was through their media agent that the two police were lined-up for their
roles in the Roni Levi corrupt senior media/police rigged world-exclusive news
sensation stunt. The story told to Roni Levi through media-industry intemediaries
was that his career would take a skyrocket to stardom by playing a role in a drama
on Australia’s world-famous Bondi Beach which would be a world-wide exclusive
news story. He was to play the gifted freelance photographer wanting to harm
others and kill himself as he feared his big-break would never come.

The police’s super-quick response time and shooting into the sand in front of him
and over his head would sensationalise the drama whilst showing a forceful police
with a kind heart saving a dangerous fool from himself. This was supposed to
counteract NSW Police’s poor response time record and  bad publicity from a
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number of police-shootings of deranged persons with mental illness armed with
knives which the public viewed as unecessarily going too far on the part of the police
in the time before Roni Levi shooting.

The problem was that Roni Levi couldn’t trust the arrangement fearing that
everyone else’s career would skyrocket except his and that there was a good chance
he could get killed.
(7) The two police who shot Roni Levi were very close mates with a drug-dealer
      who was the security manager of a Bondi Nite-Spot that was the haunt of
      media personalities & celebrities. The two police ignored warnings from
      senior police to stay away from this celebrity Nite-Spot which was under
      police  surveillance in the months before Roni Levi shooting. The drug-dealer
      security manager shortly after Roni Levi shooting had also discussed the Roni
      Levi shooting  with one of the policemen who had shot Roni Levi.
(8) The two police who shot Roni Levi were cocaine users and an Internal
Affairs investigation uncovered the close drug-link between one of the police
who shot Roni Levi and the security/manager of the Nite Spot.
(9) Roni Levi gave all indication that he was not trying to hurt anyone else
except attract attention to himself by making it seem he was thinking about
         harming himself.
      When he came out of the ocean without his glasses on he was also nearly
      blind without them. He also had on a heavy waterlogged coat that had
      slipped over his shoulders half-way down his back and around his arms at the
      elbows. This restricted him from properly lunging forward with the Wiltshire
      staysharp breadknife. All he did was wave the knife from side to side a little
      bit outstretched in front of himself. The two police who shot Roni Levi with
      guns drawn were in the middle of two other police - one holding a baton
      forming a semi-circle in front of Roni Levi. A car could have safely been
      driven between Roni Levi and the four police. Two more police were a
      distance away observing. The two police who shot him fired two shots in rapid
      succession. And not just one shot on the part of one of them nor just one shot
      each - then  stopping to observe the effect on Roni Levi. No. IT WAS FOUR
      SHOTS IN A SECOND OR TWO - execution style. As well even with four
      shots in him Roni Levi was belted with the baton as he lay fairly motionless on
      the sand.
    (10) Roni Levi had initially run into the surf holding the knife when the four
        police first confronted him. If he had wanted to kill himself all he had to do
        was slide under the water and drown. He didn’t need a knife to do it.
(Note: A well-known young newspaper cameraman drowned in the surf at Bondi at
the time the Roni Levi Coronial Inquiry was under way. He had drowned in a
"midnight-swim" with friends. His father who had also been a journalist had died
young in the early 1980s. His sister is also a well-known journalist).

(11) Roni Levi frustrated the police by staying in the water a good fifteen
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        minutes. (Note: this was longer than pre-arranged. This was giving a chance
        for more onlookers to gather in a bid to keep the police honest/cover himself).
        Roni Levi also did not back the four police up against the promenade wall
        which the police tried to lie about by claiming through the media that their
        backs were against  the wall.
(12) A key-pointer to fact the Sun Herald journalist and the French commercial
        photographer who took the now famous snapshot(s) and the six-police and
        also RONI LEVI were all  involved in a corrupt senior media/police rigged
        -stunt conspiracy which went wrong due to Roni Levi stuffing up the stunt as
         insurance to ensure it all didn’t backfire on him was - that AT ALL TIMES
        - when Roni Levi came out of the surf - the four police allowed Roni Levi to
        call all  the shots - i.e. giving him the freedom to go where he wanted and
        simply following his lead. Also not once did the any of the four police and two
        policemen watching from a distance ever try to go behind Roni Levi - to
        confront him front and back.

(note: this was because the police knew all along that Roni Levi was going to be shot
execution-style and that if they had done  so - the two specially-chosen police who
shot him could not have shot him - but would have been forced to shoot into the
sand in front of him or over his head and not at him so as not to hit the policeman
or policemen behind him).

The shooting of Roni Levi was always on the cards from the word go and all
concerned knew it - except Roni Levi who feared the worst. Under the
circumstances created by a non-co-operative Roni Levi - the two police who shot
him should have aborted the execution and waited for the special police-team that
arrived on the scene shortly after Roni Levi was shot. Instead the two police shot
him - exasperated and angered by his antics. They couldn’t help themselves.
Emotion got the better of them when they knew they should have called the shooting
off.

Senior Internal Affairs police withheld crucial evidence from the Coronial Inquiry
concerning the two police who shot Roni Levi and who had been friends from
schooldays. This crucial evidence was briefly presented in FACTS (7)         and (8) -
above. This was the result of an Internal Affairs undercover operation run on the
two police. This evidence would have had a big bearing on outcome of the Inquiry.

Please note: the five pages of Roni Levi evidence presented in this fax is a brief
summary of 100-plus pages of highly condensed & detailed evidence presented since
Roni Levi shooting occurred - first 44-pages in the three weeks after it.

Another major murder in Glebe related to Murdoch/Packer’s secret masterplan was
the unsolved murder of Don Scott. He was Australia’s most famous gambler who
had written several books and lectured at Sydney University on the subject.
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He was murdered in his flat at the time soon after the huge news sensation  coverage
of the trial/Inquiry that saw the Waterhouse brothers in contest.
Don Scott had supported David against his brother Robbie and was at that stage
writing a book exposing the truth behind the Fine Cotton Affair. Don Scott was not
allowed to finish his book - his threatened expose halted in its tracks.

Another was the murder reported as a suicide of a doctor from Glebe Community
Care Centre who allegedly jumped from the top of a block of Housing Commission
units opposite the deserted Camperdown Children’s Hospital.
The good doctor was doing his rounds delivering medications including methadone.
His death was the second alleged suicide by a visitor to that
block of units. Quite a few years earlier a policeman  met the same fate.

(At different times they had both visited the same building and decided to jump
 off it - what kind of crap is that? Something about the building and who was in it
with a connection to both victims - points to the right track.)

Several backpacker murders in Glebe and the attempted stabbing murder of
another were also part of the scheme of things. I was friendly with a small handful of
backpackers. It so happened  that this small handful were close
friends of each of the three victims.

One of the murders was related to displeasure of Glebe Prisoner’s Action group for
losing the local community struggle over development of the Wigram Road/Glebe
Point Road vacant lot that has become the new Glebe Library. Political activist
groups had other ideas. They wanted presence again on Glebe Point Road after
losing their immaculate position on Glebe Point Road opposite Glebe Post Office.
This battle raged for quite a long time and some months after it was over the
murder of a backpacker occurred quite close by with the backpacker set up to
intervene in an argument. One of the backpacker victims of another attack was the
grandson of a former Australian Prime Minister.

The murder of two rugby league football players who were shot dead outside a Five
Dock hotel and had been drinking with footballer Jacyn Sinclair was also tied in
with the scheme of things. The assailants are linked to the Lakemba Police Station
shooting and the Danny Karam since deceased Kings Cross group of
Middle Eastern thugs. Jacyn Sinclair is an ex-Glebe boy whom I knew and who was
a close mate of Darren Brennan.  I knew all of them.  There are numerous other
murders I could mention. The Mr Goodbar Oxford Street shooting of a greek
teenager is another.  He was the son of one of the Glebe Greek businessman’s son’s
bouzouki teacher.
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The Toula Soravia murder is another. The Summer Hill bank outside of which she
was shot featured in a section of my Federal Parliamentary Martin Banking Inquiry
submission. It was at this bank - a Lebanese taxi -driver friend of mine
was set up by bank staff and police who were married  to and friends of the bank
staff  - to be shot by the police soon after the Darren Brennan shooting. That section
of my submission included court-trial transcript and proved  the police and six bank
staff were all lying and that they were all involved in a conspiracy to set up the
death of Omar Fahda who had been a long-term customer of the bank.
The allegation was that he had a gun and was threatening to shoot bank staff.
He had gone to the bank in response to the bank sending him a letter requesting his
attendance to collect documents. He went with his wife and children. He was set-up/
baited.

There was bullet proof glass between himself and bank staff - he made no threats
and he had no gun. Bank staff failed to ring  through 000 and instead the wife of one
of the policemen rang her husband who happened to be at the time at the local
Police Station.  Police arrived with guns drawn expecting to find a deranged
madman with a gun threatening to shoot. It was after Toula Soravia’s murder that
the Summer Hill bank was closed down.

PETER RYAN - THE NEW BRITISH NSW POLICE COMMISSIONER

The first major news sensation murder occurred just off Bondi’s Campbell Parade
soon after the new British NSW Police Commissioner - Peter Ryan started in his
new job. This was the murder of  British postman - Brian Hagland
who was a gentle giant walking his girlfriend home after getting off a bus.

Just a week before this murder the Packer family had won Waverley Council
approval for building developments in Bondi after battling for many years against
local -resident opposition led by many media/tv-personalities concerned about
destruction of local heritage. The murder also occurred a week before work was to
begin on the upgrade/renovation of Campbell Parade.

This murder was linked to the shunting of King’s Cross crime over onto Bondi to
give the Carr Govt - NSW Police Royal Commission reason to claim they had
cleaned up the Cross and to help repel "cheap-skate" backpacker tourists and
instead attract tourists with money and to help  move out poorer locals. This
message through Brian Hagland’s murder came at a time a lot of money was going
to be sunk into developing Bondi and those sinking the money in wanting to ensure
money was attracted into the area and commercial/residential rents went right up.
The  offender charged with Brian Hagland’s murder was rushed to Bondi Police
Station several days after the murder in the cuddling arms of high profile criminal
lawyer Leigh Johnson. Despite fact he had a long violent criminal record  history
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she defended the offender as a sweet boy who was angry and intoxicated at the time
who didn’t mean to cause the death of the victim.

A few weeks before this murder - Michael Chamberlain was one of the contingent
of media photographers who photographed Peter Ryan opening his first police
station at Gosford.  A photograph of Michael Chamberlain photographing Peter
Ryan accompanied by an article appeared in the newspapers at the time. The
murder of the British postman  tourist was the first big-test for Peter Ryan - the
British cop.  It was also the case that Peter Ryan and his wife had also suffered a
baby-tragedy some years back when his wife miscarried.

It was also the involvement of British Forensic expert Professor James Cameron
from London University who showed delighted personal interest in my research
that so angered the Chamberlains - as without his involvement there could not have
been a case against them.

It was also the bizarre death of a fundamentalist christian British tourist who fell
mysteriously to his death off Ayers Rock that turned the case around in
Chamberlain’s favour as it was through a search caused by the stench of the British
tourist’s rotting corpse that led to the bizarre miraculous discovery of Azaria’s
matinee jacket.

Coming back to the very present - on Thursday 6th May the remains of Keyra
Steinhardt were found on a vacant lot in North Rockhampton. The day after on
Friday 7th May - Michael Horsey a 23 year old Melbourne man was sentenced to
minimum of five years jail for beating to death Dylen Butler - the baby son of his
defacto partner in December 1997. On the same day the killer of Lithgow uni
student beauty queen and pianist Alison Lewis was sentenced to 16 years jail for the
March 2 1997 murder in which he stabbed her in the neck and strangled her
and partially buried her body in a long jump sandpit.

The Police Commissioner Peter Ryan had to apolgise to the dead girl’s parents as
there had been a huge delay by the police to respond when her two teenage friends
raised the alarm after they hailed a taxi claiming they had been assaulted and their
friend was missing. The NSW Ombudsman had strongly criticised police over the
time it took for police to act resulting in a big shake-up
right to the top of bureaucracy. Four months later the Bondi Beach Police shooting
of Roni Levi occurred. The police in this instance responded with
the speed of lightning and shot him knowing that police specialists were on the way
to take over and when it was not a life-threatening situation. The only person’s life
under threat at the time was Roni Levi’s.
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The Ivan Milat Belanglo Backpacker murder was linked to the long line of
Backpacker/tourist murders in Australia going back to and earlier than the murder
of the British tourist at Ayers Rock which was disguised as a suicide.
This also includes the Kings Cross Downunder Backpacker Hostel fire mass murder.
Some of Milat’s victims were British backpackers.

As with all major crimes - in my numerous submissions I have presented the
dosens of parallel factors between those crimes and the Azaria saga. Milat’s
Backpacker serial murders and Strathfield Massacre - Port Arthur Massacre
have all been fully covered.

THE BIZARRE MURDER OF MY BROTHER IN BRISBANE IN 1992
AT THE TIME OF THE TWEFTH ANNIVERSARY OF AZARIA’S
DISAPPEARANCE DISGUISED AS A SUICIDE JUMP OFF BRISBANE’S
STOREY BRIDGE WAS USED TO HELP PUT DEATH PRESSURES ON
MYSELF AND OTHERS INCLUDING DENNIS HOLLIDAY AND STEVEN
NIBBLET - HERE IN GLEBE.

The assassination of John Newman in the company of his fiancee Lucy Wang at his
Cabramatta home has featured often in my submissions. Justice Wood who headed
the NSW Police Royal Commission will preside over the several trials related to the
John Newman murder. The defendants have asked for and been granted separate
trials. The person whom John Newman named as his big threat before his murder
now awaits trial for organising his murder. This person who
was Newman’s local political opponent and had part ownership in the local
Vietnamese ethnic newspaper and was highly connected in both the Labor and
Liberal Parties at Federal and State level - only hours before John Newman’s
murder had lunch with the Labor Party’s heavy bovver-boys from Sussex Street
headquarters - including Della Bosca - now Bob Carr’s right hand man in the NSW
Parliament. Labor got rid of John Newman as high as Paul Keating.

PM Paul Keating phoned from Hong Kong to Fairfield/Cabramatta Police station
to enquire about John Newman after he was shot. The irony of this was that John
Newman who lived in Fairfield/Cabramatta could not pick up the phone and call his
local police station for assistance as he was off-side and on bad terms with the local
police. It would have been a waste of time on his part to phone if he needed them.
Whereas the Prime Minister could phone up from Hong Kong to enquire about the
shooting of John Newman. The present NSW Liberal MP Tony Stewart whose
electoral office is in Lakemba is having the same problem with his local police
station as John Newman had.
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The suicide death of pedophile judge Justice Yeldham for whose death the media
blame Franca Arena - died a week before the screening of the telemovie Whipping
Boy. The scriptwriter was Justice Yeldham’s brother. The movie
replicated Justice Yeldham’s life to a very remarkable degree. It was about a
pedophile judge who looked like Justice Yeldham who was part of a pedophile ring
that haunted Kings Cross/Darlinghurst area which was part of Justice Yeldham’s
stamping ground-patch. Justice Yeldham also died in the same way pedophiles in
the pedophile ring died in his brother’s telemovie. His brother’s pedophile movie in
conjunction with Franca Arena’s claims in Parliament were used to push Justice
Yeldham to kill himself to keep the lid on a can of worms
that if opened would have implicated a hell of a lot of people from the top end of
town as exactly Franca Arena was claiming. Around the time Franca Arena made
her claims in Parliament shortly before Justice Yeldham’s death - the series of
bombings of CBD railway station toilets which Justice Yeldham frequented was also
related to the setting up of the judge’s death to protect a host of others like him in
high office.

John Newman was also a consultant on a Chris Master’s telemovie mini-series
paralleling John Newman’s life. The mini-series had a reverse ending to that which
occurred in real life. In the TV-version John Newman’s asian fiancee was killed and
John Newman survived. Whilst his asian fiancee lived with him she was writing her
own book about John Newman which revealed that she knew stuff-all about the
man John Newman and his anti-crime crusade. Her contest of his will and duel with
John Newman’s parents revealed John Newman had serious reservations about
Lucy Wang.

There is also the Gap murder of model Caroline Byrne. She was the girlfriend of
Rene Rivkin’s chaffeur for whom Rivkin and Graham Richardson couldn’t provide
a serious alibi. The Caroline Byrne murder comes under the umbrella of a series of
Sydney models and fashion industry related murder victims such as Revelle Balmain
and the cousin of David Bowie’s wife who was found in a Waterloo waste disposal
bin and New Zealand hairdresser Paula Brown abducted from Oxford Street and
the bashing murder of a Black & White magazine photojournalist in Newtown on
her way to visit the lead singer of the band The Whitlam’s. There is also a series of
street prostitute murders. Three recently murdered Kings Cross teenage street
prostitutes had all gotten away from the Cross but had returned.  Their murders
were punishment for trying to run away and as a standover of others who might try
to do the same.

The Alpine Printing Press fire payout to Rene Rivkin soon after buying it from
Kerry Packer which occurred at time of "Sydney Ringed By Fire" phenomenom
with the payout to Rivkin being more than all the payouts to all the thousands of
fire victims and the cause of the fire put down to nothing suspicious is fully
examined in my submissions.
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Michael Hutchence’s death also comes into it. The Ritz Carlton Hotel was the Hotel
from which model/escort girl Revelle Balmain frequented as it was a sex workers
paradise as a lot of erotic sex parties were held there. Hotel management at present
moment has a battle on its hands with neighbours who have been literally showered
with unused condoms. Hutchences death also occurred at time of the Star City
Casino Opening. There were so many who had much to gain from his death
particularly his business manager who had easily gotten under Hutchence’s guard to
sign away control of his fortune to  him under the guise of a tax minimisation
scheme. Kym Wilson had also recently recovered to pose nude in Playboy. Paula
Yates didn’t take long to get her rocks off with someone else.
NOTE: TO BE CONTINUED - WITH MUCH MUCH MORE YET TO COME.


